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Traditions challenged by transitional change  

A study of what can be learned from the overcoming of change in work 

and other habits by the reindeer herding nomad Dukha community  

 

 

Second spring camp. Schoolgirls on weekend visit to their family on the taiga, seemingly trying to determine who 

should be first to go over the small creek of melting water from the mountains.  
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Abstract 

 

The Dukha people are nomadic pastoralists who also supplement their income from tourism 

and their diet from hunting and gathering. The Dukha community has gone through and 

overcome numerous changes in conditions over the years. Dukha have been forced by the 

government to leave Mongolia, they have been forced to harvest their own reindeer in great 

numbers to avoid starving, seen their way through socialism and forced collectivization of all 

livestock and after that they have handled a quick transition into market economy. In recent 

years they have been affected by both increasing tourism and national urbanization, two 

variables that both are creating circumstances which modifies their way of working and living. 

In the western society we have lately altered our way of working to be more flexible with the 

ambition to set us more free, yet this has partly resulted in that we create stress among our 

workers as they no longer can grasp and handle the fine line between free time and work. 

In this thesis I intend to reason about work and the challenges in work for the Dukha people 

and their community and how we might learn from their working-life and doings and the 

changes in work that they have gone through. Also, what circumstances created by change can 

Dukha expect in their near future and how can this be supported and best handled by their 

outside world. My study was conducted through a participating field study during 45 days 

among the Dukha families. 

I set out to investigate with the question of study “what can be learned through a working life 

science perspective from the Dukha community?”. In order to get the answers of these questions 

I use three core questions that are connected to three themes, work, tourism and sustainability. 

My conclusions are that we have many things to learn from the Dukha community and that the 

contribution in this thesis is new perspectives on perks and downsides of work without 

boundaries. Also, I let the Dukha people determine definitions of work and the concept of work 

using their daily reasons of prioritizing their doings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key concepts: Working life science. Work without boundaries. Concept of work. Ontology of 
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1 Introduction 
 

“It is in changing that we find purpose.”  

Heraclitus 

 

This bachelor thesis is about the change in work for the Dukha people of northern Mongolia. It 

is based on a 45 days long participating observational fieldwork with a working life perspective, 

done from the 1st of April until the 14th of May 2018. This was possible thanks to a Minor 

Field Study-scholarship from Sida (Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency). 

This thesis examines day to day work or doings within an isolated, but in many ways globally 

connected, group of nomadic reindeer herding people in the far north of Mongolian wilderness.  

My thesis will investigate if theories and conditions within working life science is applicable 

on this group of people and if so, can we identify advantages in their working life and use them 

in our strives to improve our way of working and living? Jan Ch Karlsson is defining work as 

“social relations and doing in the sphere of necessity” and he claims that the concept of work 

needs sub-definitions in order to fully be able to explain what to call work (Karlsson 2013, 52-

53). In the western society we have lately altered our way of working to be more flexible, with 

the ambition to set us more free, yet this has resulted in that we create stress among our workers 

as they no longer can grasp and handle the fine line between free time and work. “Work without 

boundaries” by Allvin et al and other studies show that mere expectations of availability result 

in increased strain and stress (Allvin et al. 2014, 165-170). We strive for better work standards 

and a richer free time hoping that one will lead to the other. Instead these studies show that it 

leads us to a point where competing demands between work and nonwork activities shape a 

contradictory relation where one strive to improve our lives imposes the other. Dukha seem to 

live with a seemingly thin line between work and free time; they are always available, and they 

even almost always sleep and spend all their time at the same place they work. This made me 

interested and curious to find out if both the downside and upside characteristics of work 

without boundaries could be found in the Dukha community as, they can be found in the modern 

work-life society.  

To chart the number of hours people work is complex, since so-called “invisible work” is a 

common phenomenon that for example is done by numerous housewives all over the world. 

The work that is carried out by the Dukha community is in many ways constituted by invisible 

work, which means that the working hours cannot be counted as we do when we observe 

modern or postmodern employed workers. 
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The governmental policy of Norwegianization (the sedentarization and assimilation of the non-

Norwegian speaking native population) of the Sami people of Norway is today something the 

Norwegian government have made an official apology for. Many lessons have been taught both 

by the Sami people and by the four national governments in which Sapmi land is part of (an 

officially recognized cultural region in which the Sami traditionally lived). The Dukha and 

various other communities of Mongolia have slowly undergone a governed cultural assimilation 

and perhaps in some ways integration. Before the current government they were affected by 

forced collectivization both by the Soviet era and domestic political socialist impact. When I 

set out to conduct this minor field study my idea was to try to identify what knowledge and 

experience that could be reused from Sami developments and then translated to Dukha present 

and, presumably, future evolvements. My theory was that Sami has undergone change that 

Dukha still await to face, the Sami people are the most studied aboriginal people of Europe and 

perhaps even the world. (Lehtola 2004. 6-7). 

1.1 Purpose, aim and question of study 

Previous studies in working life science often concern a formal labour force but there has also 

been carried out studies on for example the !Kung San bushmen of the Kalahari. Robert B Lee 

conducted these studies that still are used as references of how much we used to work pre the 

Neolithic revolution (Sahlins 2017, 21-22). In my perspective we have to speak about the origin 

of work and our natural habits as a species to be able to understand, and in depth discuss, our 

current situations regarding work and change in work. Archaeologists and other researchers 

claim that we during pre-Neolithic times worked in an average of four to five hours per day or 

even 15 hours per week according to Lee (Sahlins 2017, 19-21). The Dukha have domesticated 

animals, use more efficient tools than that of the stone age hunter-gatherer and are more 

connected. In many ways however their life is seemingly much like that of the people who 

inhabited earth before we first started to plant things and live a more stationary life. This 

together with the fact that we have started to look to our history when we try to find answers 

on how we are meant to live and work makes the Dukha community extra interesting to study. 

My purpose and aim are to investigate if there are ways in the Dukha way of working and 

adapting to change in work that we, who try to figure out the best recipe for a sustainable, 

reproductive, flexible and efficient workforce, can benefit and learn from. I also reason about 

if the Dukha community in any ways can help us to understand and determine the concept of 

work and categorize our doings on priority-based requirements in our day to day life. Simplified 

and cooked down to one question of study I ask, what can be learned through a working life 

science perspective from the Dukha community? 
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1.2 Method  

I succeeded to do what I intended, to make a participating observational field study; to live, 

breath and record the day-to-day life of the Dukha community with a working life science 

perspective and assist in any doings the individuals around me took lead in. The study was done 

from the 1st of April until 14th of May in 2018 without interruption and under all the hours of 

the day. The studied community consisted of around 120 reindeer herding people, but with the 

starting point in two certain individuals; an elderly couple named Ganbat and Pürüvee. 

In my field study I wanted to follow and observe as many individuals to as big extent as possible 

but also affect or disturb as little as possible. I had many questions that I wanted to ask but that 

I had to stop myself from asking until the last few days with them. Having interviews early 

would have risked coloring and altering their behaviour and what they would tell others in my 

presence. I found it to be a key-ingredient in my study that I was not able to communicate orally 

with the respondents, I could not speak their language and their English proficiency was mostly 

limited to really basic words. This allowed me to often stay silent in the background without 

disturbing or altering their doings. If I knew their language or they knew mine and I stood silent 

in the background I would have risked being seen as someone who was uninterested in their 

life or as someone having an oddly silent personality.  

There was however one woman, Zaya, who spoke fluent English. She was of Mongolian 

descent and had lived in the USA between the age of six and sixteen, I could go to her if I was 

in dire need of translation which surprisingly never occurred. One of the daughters of Pürüvee 

and Ganbat, Narrann, also spoke English descent enough to solve day-to-day communications 

between us and, with some patience, sometimes quite advanced discussions. She was there only 

eleven days out of my total forty five days, this was due to the fact that she was asked to take 

care of the schoolchildren which in turn led to that she stayed in the nearest village Tsagaannuur 

where the children needed someone to look after them and cook for them. I was happy with the 

plan that I was not going to be able to talk to most of the community all apart from introducing 

the study and myself properly.  

Observer bias is an effect that can challenge the reliability and validity of observational 

research, since the effect means that the observer influences the observed group and that the 

people and events that are studied influences the observer him-/herself. This can change the 

behaviour of both the group and the observer, which therefore “contaminates” the observational 

data (Spano 2002, 7). One risk that I saw with my study was that I did much reading before the 

study, which through the mentioned observer bias effect would risk both my enquiry of data as 

well as the behaviour of those I studied.  

Aware of the fact that I was risking to find what I expected to find, I was careful both before 

and during my study, not to make presumptions from what I had read or observed, that could 

affect the empirical data and conclusions (Fangen 2005. 29-30). I made sure to get different 

conditions spelled out from several sources before I concluded a pronounced phenomenon to 

be verified as true. In a similar way it was also of high value for me not to let my theoretical 

framework integrate too much into my method and questions of study in a way that I risked 

sacrificing some of the advantages of having an inductive approach.  
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However, it was of similar importance to substantially study previous documented research on 

this community and phenomena documented within working life science and anthropology 

(Sunnemark, Åberg 2004, 12). All kind of social research demand adequate interaction between 

observation, perception and logical thinking. An observer who intend to do a scientifically 

correct assessment need to observe with double sense and understand and fully grasp what she 

or he is observing and also with knowledge about yourself and your position in that specific 

context. (Holm Ingemann 2016, 25-26). From start to finish I tried to come to conclusions using  

inductive reasoning and my method of analysis of the results from my field study was grounded 

theory. My ambition was to only use deductive reasoning to try to confirm and strengthen the 

reliability of the patterns and regularities I had found using both empiricism and rationalism 

(Allwood, Eriksson 2018, 51-53).  

If the study had been bigger and I had more time and resource to find correlations I also would 

have used more abductive reasoning and benefited from it in a way that would have given more 

certainty and perhaps more diverse answers to different observed or earlier documented 

phenomena.  

When starting to conduct a participating observational field study you usually gain the most 

benefits of it by having a formulation of problem that you have tested in theory to be flexible 

and adaptable to whatever you might find or not find in field (Fangen 2005, 43, 49). My 

intentions were to “go native” or “walking in their shoes” in that sense that I would become 

more like one of them to avoid becoming an element seen as an imposition within the group. 

Meanwhile, in a concealed way, absorb everything around me and then later take the notes 

when no one saw me. I hoped to partake in work to learn but also to even out my impact as a 

guest and in that way let the group spend time on chores more alike as if I was not there. I 

gathered snow because I also drank water, I chopped wood because I also ate, drank and used 

the heat from the stove, I cleaned the dishes and so on. I also did it to win trust and in means to 

become a part of their unit (Baccus 1986, 13-19). 

When researching change within a social context the observer must portray the whole picture 

with an analysis that depicts not only the before, after and why, but the whole process and chain 

of events (Fog 2004, 185). In other words: the preconditions, the change, the transition and 

everything in between. 

Something that also needs to be taken into consideration is the observer effect which is a 

reactivity where the respondents modify their behaviour in response to the fact that they are 

aware of being observed. The Dukha have back in time, as well as now, often observed, they 

are accustomed to it but also tend to have a dubious attitude towards it when the extent and 

intrusiveness is too big. (Fangen 2005, 29-33) 

During my stay many tourists came to visit and many of these tourists conducted semi-

structured, and sometimes spontaneous, interviews. Some were journalists and some just 

wanted to have some background information connected to the portrait pictures they were 

taking. The answers to these questions I could note and to some extent use without the 

disadvantages of asking the questions myself. However, I had a quite cautious approach in the 

work of collecting this “firsthand” but still “second hand” data.  
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Inexpert, typical and often repeated questions from strangers could lead to hasty answers where 

the respondent would avoid further questioning and therefor answer short and simple (Fangen 

2005, 189-193). Also, there were questions taking place that are seen as inappropriate, one 

common example was the sensitive question of how many reindeer someone owned. Almost 

any herder from any culture can testify that this question is as sensitive as how much money a 

person makes along with the question of how much money they got saved up. A question the 

interviewer would not ask a stranger back home but seldom knew the similarity in. In the end 

of my stay in the taiga (boreal forest) I did two short interviews, these I did only to fill a few 

gaps of knowledge or to confirm facts I had heard from elsewhere. 

A participating observational study have the advantage of giving firsthand information based 

on firsthand experience. One advantage is that you see details that is hard to find from reading 

or otherwise studying previous research or do interviews, but a common challenge with the 

method is to capture what you see and translate it into words (Fangen 2005. 32-33). Therefore, 

I have also chosen to use photos that I took during my stay.  The date and time of caption are 

visible on the pictures. However, the clock on my camera was set on Swedish time, so in order 

to translate it to accurate time in Mongolia, seven hours are added to the time. 

1.3 Respondents  

In northern Mongolia, close to the Russian border and on the southern part of the Eastern Sayan 

mountain range lives a nomadic reindeer herding group of people who by the Mongolians go 

by the name of Tsaatan, which translates “people of reindeer”. These people traditionally call 

themselves Dukha (pronounced tuha) and they call the area or geographic zone they roam in 

“taig”, after the biome word taiga (boreal forest). They live slightly north of the border between 

the steppe and the taiga. In this thesis I use the word Dukha as the ethnic Dukha group who 

today herd reindeer as a sustenance, Dukha Tsaatan if you prefer. Total number of reindeer 

herding Dukha is estimated to be 220 individuals, totally there is 500 people who still use the 

Dukhan language and belong to the ethnic group (Ragagnin 2011. 13, 17). Dukha are relatives 

to the Tuvans who live on the Russian side of the border, they share the same language and 

almost without exclusion cultural and ethnic origins. In some ways they also share the same 

lifestyle and struggled with similar governmental impact on their lives forming a shared 

transnational identity that fades due to the fact that they now seldom meet. Another difference 

between them is that the reindeer herders on the Russian side faced much harder struggles 

maintaining their traditions due to act of forced and, at occasions, even violent collectivization 

and sadenterized by the Soviet and later Russia governments (Kristensen 2015, 13-15). 

There are two Dukha groups with more or less comparable attributes, they are divided only by 

the fact that they are staying in separate locations. 100 Dukha individuals are called the “West 

Taiga” (Baruun Taig) and they live to the southwest of the 120 individuals who call themselves 

“East Taiga” (Züün Taig). Depending on the time of the year and what current nomadic 

migration circle they are in it takes a varying number of days to move by horse between the two 

groups. Explained more geographically accurate, the East Taiga nomads move within an area 

north of the village Tsagaannuur in Khövsgöl aimag and the West Taiga community to the west 

of Tsagaannuur.  
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The area in which the West and East Taiga communities dwell is called the Darkhad depression, 

named after the area’s majority ethnic group called Darkhad. Darkhad speak Mongolian with 

an accent and are to a big extent also semi nomadic; they have yaks, horses, cattle, goats and 

sheep as means of livelihood. 

Ganbat and Pürüvee have four children and three grandchildren. Pürüvee is around 60 years of 

age (2018) and is one out of many sisters in the East Taiga community. Ganbat is about the 

same age as his wife and is originally from the West Taiga and came to the East settlement to 

help aid with the reindeer, here he fell in love and later married with Pürüvee. All the other 

persons who are studied and mentioned in this study have close relationships to these two 

individuals. 

 

Ganbat and Pürüvee just returned from having herded the majority of the East Taiga community’s reindeer back 

to the winter camp settlement after their daily grazing. 

 

I managed to communicate early that I wanted to join Ganbat and Pürüvee whenever they had 

something to do, to observe or to assist if I could. In their home they also had their youngest 

child, a son, Tsolmon staying. He had just finished an army service, was about 25 years of age 

and had no partner. Next child in line of age is the daughter Narrann who spoke some English 

but was mostly in the village Tsagaannuur to tend the children going to school there. The two 

oldest children Sarann and Sansar live in their own separate family-ortz with partner and 

children, they live close by and are seen many times each day.  
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Ganbat wish that their children choose their future for themselves but hopes that reindeer 

husbandry will be one option. His ambition is that the East Taiga community hold the maximum 

amount of reindeer stock which he estimates to be 3000 head. Local experts and experts who 

have visited from other countries estimates that 4000-5000 head is the maximum for the East 

and West community grazing areas and that 80-100 reindeer per family is what is needed to be 

self-sufficient. According to these estimates the reindeer husbandry as a sole sustianance can 

hold a maximum of 50 families (Jernsletten and Klokov 2002, 149, 151). 

 

 

Map showing Mongolia and the area where the Dukha live (red circle). The black dot inside the circles is where 

the small village of Tsagaannuur is situated. 
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1.4 Research overview 

The empirical results of my minor field study are presented through three theme subjects that 

each have a core question. I have chosen to do so to broaden the angles of the study to view the 

results from different essential perspectives, this since I find it crucial to paint a big picture in 

order to grasp and fully understand the detailed correlations between the terms in the Dukha 

working life and the ones in our western society. The three core questions within the theme 

subjects are also later answered, this also to give more life and depth to conditions and 

phenomena.  

 

The first theme is work and the core question is: How can effects of change in work alter the 

conditions for the isolated aboriginal group called Dukha? I set out to investigate and reason 

about the causality between the different conditions and circumstances for the Dukha and their 

working life and how they might correlate and depend on each other. 

 

The second theme is tourism, which is an increasing part of the Dukha lifestyle and probably 

in many ways the most challenging development within the community as a whole. One, 

timewise, increasing chore affected by tourism is doing sloyd and small handicrafts that are 

sold to the tourists as a memory of their stay. The core question is: What impact does tourism 

have on the work hours and way of living for the Dukha group of people? 

 

Sustainability is the third and last theme of this thesis. Sustainability can have various 

meanings depending on the perspective. Firstly, I focus on if the work that Dukha perform is 

sustainable. Do the Dukha work and spend their day in a fashion that they can maintain in the 

same way it is performed now? Will they be able to reproduce a workforce keen to take over 

what they are doing today and will the ancestral core knowledge on reindeer husbandry, hunting 

and nomadic lifestyle remain intact? I also reason about how the government can aid them in 

the strive to sustain a vivid and prosperous lifestyle. The core question: Is the altering lifestyle 

of the Dukha sustainable and how can the government support them to become more 

sustainable? 
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2 Background 
 

“The Only Thing That Is Constant Is Change.”  

Heraclitus  

When applying for a scholarship from Sida to conduct a minor field study in Mongolia I had 

the aim to study something somewhere that could bring knowledge and that somehow could 

aid and help. To aid can have many meanings and in this case many angles. I wanted to help 

the people I was to live with and to do so I could either help them by giving them knowledge 

directly or assist organizations and the Mongolian government with knowledge in order for 

them to directly or indirectly help the Dukha people. The third way to help is to bring knowledge 

to the academic world or people from foreign countries in order for them to better understand 

Dukha or any other community for that matter with similar challenges ahead. I am also sure 

that people in the more developed countries have many things to learn from the Dukha 

community. We strive to find the best suited concept of living and working and in some ways, 

we search to go back to a more natural behaviour, a behaviour more rich, flexible, alternating 

way of living and working. A way of living and working that is closer to what we had in the 

past or similar to what Dukha experience today, perhaps that hold resemblance to the life we 

were living in the Mesolithic times or why not in the age of enlightenment and dawn of 

industrialization. Along the way of my study I figured that nothing of the above needed to rule 

out the other and I have therefore worked my way from different angles throughout my process 

of this thesis. 

2.1 Mongolia as a whole and in its contexture 

Mongolia is a country that is hard to compare to other countries in many aspects. Mongolia is 

the most sparsely populated country in the world. Sweden is often associated with being 

sparsely populated, but in comparison Mongolia is more than three times as big but hold less 

than a third of Sweden’s population. Approximately half of the Mongolian population lives in 

the capital Ulaanbaatar and many of them recently abandoned their nomad life. Some of these 

newly urbanized nomads still live in yurts (traditional nomad tents) whilst some of them have 

built simple houses out of wood and tin. Increasing problems with crime and alcohol is 

worsening the standards of living for children growing up here. Between 30 and 40 percent of 

Mongolia's population are nomads or semi nomadic. There are more horses than people in 

Mongolia and there are even more cattle, for every person there is about nine goats and ten 

sheep. Mongolia is the second biggest landlocked country in the world, behind Kazakhstan. 

The country is sandwiched between two ‘super-powers’; Russia and China have historically 

influenced and shaped Mongolia in numerous ways but also geopolitically kept the country 

isolated from influences from elsewhere. 

Products from mining today account for over 90 percent of Mongolia total exports. The growing 

cashmere industry have resulted in overgrazing, which results in grasslands that cannot recover, 

and this territory later transforms into desert. Sustainability is seemingly not taken into 

consideration when the free market is growing too freely in Mongolia. 
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2.2 Dukha traditions and routines 

The Dukha people are isolated in that way that they live deep in the, perhaps most peripheral, 

Mongolian forests without any roads, electricity and with very limited mobile telephone 

services and no Internet. Still they are able to use solar power and satellite disks in order to see 

the news every evening in their homes, which are called ortz. The Dukha ortz is much like the 

Samis lavvu, the Nenets chum or the Native Americans teepee; a conical structure supported 

by wooden poles covered with canvas. It is simple, practical, easily put up and swiftly moved 

and therefore matches the Dukha nomadic lifestyle perfectly. Defiant to the fact their remote 

choice of living put space between them and the rest of the world the Dukha encounter many 

tourists, tour guides, students and other curious visitors from various places and are in this 

manner in many ways exposed to and somewhat influenced by the global world.  

The Dukha are primarily reindeer herders and structure their way of life around the needs of 

the reindeer. The temperatures in grazing area can drop to -65 Celsius and the average 

temperature in July is 15 degrees Celsius (Ragagnin 2011, 13). In order to explain the Dukhas’ 

way of life it is therefore crucial to first lay down some facts about the reindeer. The relations 

between the reindeer and the people who herd them has been called symbiotic domestication, 

the people follow or take the reindeer to places where they thrive but people made sure the 

reindeer follow the herders so that they fulfill their needs of sustenance. Reindeer have 

developed physical characteristics to withstand cold temperatures, which also means they can 

become troubled by heat in the summer. For example, the hairs of the reindeer’ overcoat pelt 

are hollow, providing them with an extra insulating feature of the fur. The Dukha reindeer are 

domesticated to the extension where they all agree to be captured and hitched each afternoon 

and they are then released again every morning. They prefer being handled by a familiar face 

but tend to accept strangers to handle them as well. The cows provide milk that is also refined 

into yoghurt and cheese. The bulls work good as means of transportation and to ride on. The 

Dukha community do not have enough reindeer to be able to live on their meat and therefor, 

traditionally, they also need to hunt wild game to supplement their diet. This is today replaced 

with capital income used for buying meat from cow or sheep that are dried and kept over the 

whole year, and bags of rice and flour that are kept dry in the ortz.  

The money to buy this partly comes from the governmental handout that is given since 2013 in 

order to help aid Dukha in their strive to allow the reindeer herds to grow without hunting the 

wild animals that need to get a chance to replenish. It can also come from selling handicraft, 

velvet for the Chinese who use it for medicine or from housing and assisting tourists who wish 

to experience and take part in the Dukha culture and daily doings. 

The reindeer need to graze over a quite large area since they graze only lichen which grows 

slowly. Furthermore, it is also important not to overgraze since lichen might take over 50 years 

to recover if it is locally depleted (Lehtola 2004, 26). During the winter the reindeer thrive 

where they can reach the lichen through the snow crust and where they can move fast and in 

many directions in case of an attack by wolf. During spring they also want some protection 

from weather and wind but also seek opportunities to be out in a more open landscape so they 

can avoid ticks and other bugs. During summer the reindeer tend to become too warm and want 

to move to higher altitudes where there are less insects and cooler temperatures.  
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During this season the reindeer want to avoid carrying riders or to do other heavy labour because 

of the heat.  

When fall comes the weather is too harsh for the reindeer to stay in high altitudes and the Dukha 

therefor move their herds down to an area (still 1800 meters above sea level) where the forests 

hold lichen that recovered from the year before. During my visit to the East Taiga group in 

2018, the group stayed in their winter camp, migrated to two different spring camps and later, 

after my departure, continued to one summer camp, down to two fall camps and then back to 

the winter camp, which has been the same for many years. This specific geographical circle has 

more or less been their yearly migration route for the past years and normally they stay in six 

different camps annually. The yearly migration route is said to have been changed and adapted 

to the facts that the children of the group need to go back to Tsagaannuur for school. Some 

Dukha also claim that it has been slightly adjusted and altered because of the tourism and the 

fact that they no longer are allowed to hunt big game and have to follow other rules of the 

protected national parks. 

The Dukha people follow the beliefs of their own kind of shamanism with animistic perceptions 

of kinship relations between humans and spirits and the beliefs is also related to their practices 

of hunting and herding (Kristensen 2015, 20-21,199-201). With education, influence from the 

socialist mindset and interaction with the global world through tourism, aiding actors and 

researchers the Dukha people are likely to go through times were their belief system is 

challenged by reason and knowledge (example knowledge in evidence-based medicine and 

veterinary medicine). 

The Dukha people have two parental tongue, both written with cyrillic letter, Mongolian and 

Dukhan. Dukhan is an endangered language of Turkic variety and is estimated to be spoken by 

500 ethnic Dukha people. Dukhan is almost the same as Tuvan, spoken by the Tuva people of 

Russia. The Tuva and Dukha community carry remote traces of belonging and originating from 

both the samoyedic and soyot languages which both are originating from the linguistic group 

of Uralic-Yukaghir which the Sami language also originate from. (Ragagnin 2011, 13, 18-19, 

77) (Rudgley 1999, 38) 
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Picture taken on the top of mount Renchinlhumbe, viewing east-northeast. Overlooking winter camp (where the 

community are staying when picture is taken) and the two upcoming and distant spring camps in the year of 

2018. Summer camp and the two fall camps are outside the picture and further to the north. 

2.3 Dukha people historically 

“The people who dwell there are called Mecrit and are very wild people, and for the most part 

they live on animals which they take in the chase, and the most are deer which are very large, 

of which they have many. And what is more I tell you that they domesticate and ride the deer 

by way of horses, they are so large”. Marco Polo wrote this, who and what place he is describing 

is not clear but there have been theories that Polo has encountered reindeer husbandry in the 

vicinity of where reindeer husbandry today take place. (Wheeler 2000. 15) 

Tuva (at that time a partially recognized state) was to become a puppet state of Russia and was 

1944, in a questionable procedure, annexed by Soviet. In the year 1924 Mongolia became a 

socialist state and collectivization, suppression of religion and more or less forced 

“Mongolization” started to become an issue even for the reindeer herders of Mongolia. Dukha 

was now geographically Mongolian but ethnically Tuvan. Dukha elders attest they were 

expelled to the Russian side of the border on up to five different occasions between 1927 and 

1956. “They kicked us out because we had reindeer and spoke a different language” village 

elder who were forced over the border 1934.  
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Accustomed to their forest landscapes, grazing area and hunting grounds on the Mongolian 

side, along with the fact that Soviet was drafting and forcibly take Tuvan goods and horses for 

the WWII, they kept returning back to Mongolian side of the border (Wheeler 2000. 40-41).  

In 1944 Mongolia and Russia started to take their border control and registration of people 

much more serious but Dukha was without Mongolian citizenship and was considered stateless 

forest dwellers until 1954. In exchange of a citizenship the state demanded that all the Dukha 

individuals took a new Mongolian name and learned the language along with sending their 

children to state school. (Kristensen 2015, 74-75) From this day the Dukha people have been 

able to live only in the small Mongolian part of their ancestral homelands that stretches far into 

Russia. The citizenship coincided with Mongolia’s initiative to collectivize all livestock of the 

country and Dukha individuals was from here on out often part of the workforce of the 

collectives (negdels). The villages of Tsagaannuur, Renchinlhumbe and Ulaan Uul became the 

collectives that took in most Dukha. Here they worked with lumber or fishing industry, or as 

state hunters or herders or for example at a local bakery. Ganbat talk about times when he was 

part of a fishing collective, he was also serving in the army for three years. Pürüvee worked in 

a bakery and bears witness about how it was hard to tend the animals when so many of them 

also had to work, she also explained that they had to adapt and keep the animals close to 

wherever they had to work. 

In 1959 the reindeer of Mongolia were estimated to 400 head and 1962 20 reindeer were brought 

from Tuva to replenish the herds. The numbers increased to 2275 in 1977 although half of these 

animals were by the government ordered to be slaughter and become food for the schools 

(Wheeler 2000. 45). The herds diminished quickly to a low count of 671 head in 1986, this led 

the government to try to save the situation by buying another 50 reindeer from Tuva people on 

the other side of the border (Jernsletten and Klokov 2002, 154). These and many other events 

of governmental implication in reindeer herding resulted in a mistrust towards the government 

that last to this day. When the economy collapsed in Soviet this also spread unrest in Mongolia 

and 1990 Mongolia had its Democratic Revolution, economic instability and a local fishing 

industry that almost totally had depleted its resources resulted in the closing of the collective in 

Tsagaannuur and in Ulaan Uul. In 1992 reindeer herds numbered 1427. In 1995 the Mongolian 

government declared all the reindeer as property of their herders once again. By now the Dukha 

had become accustomed to get veterinary and breeding assistant through governmental efforts 

instead of relying on their ancestral knowledge that somewhat had been forgotten or at least not 

implemented in their routines. No longer did the government pay bounties for wolves, wild 

game was not easy to find and soon the government banned fishing completely. They were also 

accustomed to get payed for their work and since there were no work in the village of 

Tsagaannuur and Ulaan Uul many moved back to their reindeer herding traditions, some Dukha 

from Tsagaannuur had moved to the East Taiga community and the Ulaan Uul Dukha had 

moved to the West Taiga. These times of hardship with uncertain hunt and daily struggle to get 

fed led to that Dukha had to harvest their animals to survive following a new decreasing herd 

count of reindeer, 1998 only 614 reindeer were owned by the Dukha.  
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This followed by a hunting ban that made life even harder for this herding community that by 

now was starting to earn money from tourism and also 2013 they managed to argue for a 

monthly allowance or handout (subsidies) that would substitute for the animals they earlier 

could hunt for food. (Wheeler 2000. 51-55) Today, 2019, the Dukha community celebrate that 

the number of reindeer in Mongolia have reached 2000 head. 

Earlier research assumed, given their geographically isolated whereabouts, that Dukha and 

Tuva was not influenced by the outside world. Even though we can trace the Dukha and Tuva 

to have roamed these lands for hundreds of years, no distinct proofs have been found that Dukha 

is aborigines to the area they today live in. Despite this the Dukha people classifies as an 

aboriginal or indigenous group of people and share many of the typical aspects of belonging to 

an indigenous culture. Many facts speak for the theory that they are diverse and historically 

heterogeneous, to tell their whole ethnographic history you would need to follow leads from 

many ethnographic sources. I will not declare the overall picture, but studies show Dukha and 

Tuva as a mix of ethnic origins, the studies lead back to Samoyedic, Scythia-turkic, Mongolian, 

Kettic, and other ethnic groups. (Wheeler 2000. 11-22) 

2.4 Concerns about the future of Dukha people 

I have not yet met anybody who has not expressed some concerns about the future of the Dukha, 

but in general the prognosis of the future is quite bright whoever you ask and the Dukha 

themselves I perceive to hold an optimistic point of view of their own future including 

surrounding elements.  

Some people are concerned about a so called ‘brain drain’, that youth go to the capital do not 

come back. Others claim that they go to the capital for education and then return to the taiga 

with practical and useful knowledge after example nurse or veterinarian studies.  

One Dukha worries that the handout is not good, it opens the opportunity for some individuals 

to just stay inactive in Tsagaannuur and spend money on cheap noodles and vodka. This 

individual also states that there have to be better ways to empower the culture and the Dukha 

strives to be fully self-sustaining on incomes from reindeer husbandry and tourism. 

Some people from outside  that they will soon lose their culture because of outside influence 

and urbanization. Some worry that they are about to lose control over tourism and that 

increasing, unregulated and uncontrolled numbers of paying outsiders within their community 

will affect and alter their ways of living faster than ever before. 

Pürüvee names only one worry that she has got for the future and that worry seemed shared by 

many, increasing consumption of alcohol. 
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2.5 Previous fieldwork related to Dukha 

People have been interested in the small and isolated Dukha people for a long period of time. I 

will in short mention works that I have come in contact with and read about and also heard 

about during my stay there. All their works are results from fieldwork within the Dukha 

community and they have all contributed to what we today can learn from them without going 

there. 

Ørjan Olsen - Norwegian explorer, scientist and author. Writer of (1915) “Et primitivt folk, de 

mongolske rennomader”. Olsen lived among and traveled through the reindeer herders of 

present-day Mongolia and Russia. The book was written in Norwegian in 1915 and translated 

only into spanish six years later.  

Alan Wheeler – American professor in social anthropology. Writer of (2000) “Lords of the 

Mongolian Taiga; An Ethnohistory of the Dukha Reindeer Herders” The study thoroughly goes 

through not only the history of their ethnicity but also their overall history as a culture and 

community. 

Benedikte Møller Kristensen – Danish postdoctoral Researcher. Writer of the 2015 Ph.D work 

“Returning to the Forest Shamanism, Landscape and History among the Duha of Northern 

Mongolia”. Kristensen conducted all together 22 months of fieldwork among the reindeer 

herders to study their beliefs and spiritual culture, she established close relation and trust within 

the community.  

Elisabetta Ragagnin - German author and professor in language studies. Writer of the 2011 

book “Dukhan, a Turkic variety of Northern Mongolia, description and Analysis.” Ragagnin 

visited both the west and east community numerous times and spent a long time to study their 

ways of communicating and their language.  

Tetsuya Inamura – Japanese professor. His ethnological studies was written 2005 and are 

called “The Transformation of the Community of Tsaatan Reindeer Herders in Mongolia and 

Their Relationships with the Outside World”. Conducted fieldwork intermittently from 1993 to 

2002, totaling 11 trips to the field. 

Daniel Plumley – American, project director of Cultural Survival’s Totem Project which has 

aided with veterinarian and cultural preservation projects also including aid with supplements 

to hinder malnourishment and lack of vitamins in the Dukha herders diet. He has participated 

in and written publications on culturalsurvival.org and in that way also contributed to the 

available knowledge of the Dukha community. 
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3 Approach and theoretical framework 
 

The word work can have a different meaning depending on from which perspective it is 

observed and on what is measured. For example, the border between work activities and non-

work activities change depending on which point of view that is applied; an anthropological, 

philosophical or organizational management point of view. Work can be seen as either 

something involuntary and unpleasant or something that we enjoy or favour, something that 

gives us more than just money or materials.  

Richard B Lee took lead in the well-known and debated anthropological studies of the hunter-

gatherer bushmen called !Kung San (Juǀʼhoansi). The studies are commented on by Marshall 

Sahlins who wrote the classic “Stone Age Economics”. Sahlins states and confirms that the 

!Kung San hunted for an average of eleven hours per week, he also states that their average 

workweek was eleven hours. In his book, that was first written in the 70s, he states that the 

stone age men and modern-day hunter-gatherers and pastoralists spends 15-20 hours per week 

on work (Sahlins 2017, 5-6, 35).  

Karlsson among others criticize the categorization of doings in the study and Karlsson points 

out that two activities are ruled out and regarded as socially pleasant chores instead of work. 

One is spending time on questioning the oracles for advice and the other to discuss previous 

movement of game in their hunting grounds (Karlsson 2013, 32-33). Stanley H Udy uses the 

definition of work as “Any purposive human effort to modify man's physical environment” 

(Karlsson 2013. 57). Supposedly Sahlins did not use this definition because in that case they 

did not count any other weekly efforts where the studied group was to modify their physical 

environment.  

In order to enable the answering of the questions of this study, this chapter presents both the 

theoretical framework and the study’s approach around the definitions and concept of work, 

work without boundaries and the observing of Dukha through a historical perspective.  

3.1 Definition and concept of work 

“Work” performed by people is as old as the human race itself but the “concept of work” is a 

rather new abstraction (Karlsson 2013, 19). What is work, what is it good for and how do we 

measure it? These questions make up a deep, ongoing process that consistently is discussed in 

different disciplines and faculties. Is work an activity or a habit that is connected to a goal? 

Something you get paid for? Is it any action-required effort? Is it something you want to avoid 

or something you embrace? Is raising children work? Is work all of the above and even more 

or is work what we do in the absence of play and leisure? 

Jan Ch Karlsson discusses the concept of work through a historical development of definitions. 

The history of this academical concept in social science is relatively short and, according to 

Karlsson, rather confusing (Karlsson 2013, 21).  Karlsson argues that the concept of work in 

social science “has gone from being an undefined to an over-defined and finally to a non-

defined concept” (Karlsson 2013, 20).  
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He also stresses that since there still is no definite and agreed definition of the concept of work 

it is important that the concept is subject to further discussions within the working life science 

(Karlsson 2013, 21).   

It never was satisfactory that ’work’ should customarily be interpreted as referring solely to 

gainful employment in the official, formal economy. (...) At the present time it is crucially 

important to maintain research and debate on the widest possible front. (Karlsson 2013, 15-16) 

This quote from 1986 premise Jan Ch Karlsson’s paper “The Ontology of Work: social relations 

and doing in the sphere of necessity”. It is taken from a speech by Richard K. Brown to the 

British Sociological Association on research about working life. (Karlsson 2013, 15-16) In the 

paper “The Ontology of Work: social relations and doing in the sphere of necessity” Karlsson 

is comparing and evaluating various perspectives and definitions of work, from definitions 

including everything we do when we are awake to those that only include work that is legal and 

that comes with a salary. Throughout the paper Karlsson is also building up to his own definition 

of work. 

I find Jan Ch Karlsson’s reasoning about work to hold the most adequate definition of work 

when conducting a study such as mine. Henceforth I will therefore use the word work as Jan 

Ch Karlsson defines it, “social relations and doing in the sphere of necessity”. The metaphor of 

different spheres comes from Marx and has developed further by Horvat and then by Karlsson 

who adds “social relations” to the definition in order for it to be adequate for studies in social 

science (Karlson 2013, 48-52). Karlsson also accentuate that we need to focus on the 

terminology of different definitions on concepts of work rather than formulate one infallible 

concept of work that could explain all our doings (Karlsson 2013, 53). Transition and change 

might for many be considered as two separate notions that are to be discussed separately. When 

I in this thesis write the word change as both the change itself and the transition towards the 

change. 

3.2 Work without boundaries 

When we conduct management of work and when we try to find and keep a sustainable 

workforce in the modern society, we often reflect on the reason of increasing numbers of people 

who suffer from burnout and we got various theories. One that I find interesting after spending 

time with the Dukha is one theory by Tommy Iseskog who blames lack of synchronization and 

symbios between work and remaining part of life. Tommy Iseskog uses take-off points in and 

has the perspective of a presupposed human-friendly working-life, he belongs to those who 

believes that work can be enriching and should be so if possible. He states that we should start 

to discuss the work that does good apart from material value. He reflects on work as a natural 

part of life as a whole, where balance is key to reach harmony between work and non-work 

activities. He problematizes the fact that creating what we call spare time have given us new 

and likely additionally increasing correlating issues between work and other doings, our mind 

is set on two strives that are too far apart to apprehend and handle (Iseskog 2002, 98-103).  
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“Work without boundaries” is a book written and a concept explained by Allvin et al as a new 

notion where we in the new modern way of working are freer and more flexible yet more 

available in work and under more strain than before. If the flexibility of the organized work 

increases the distinctness of the border between working hours and time outside working hours 

people tend to be more ambiguous (Allvin et al. 2006, 18). Changes in work that have created 

flexible working hours and the possibilities of working from home or when mobile are often 

presented as something that we will enjoy and as an advantage that will set us more free and 

flexible (Allvin et al. 2006, 22-23, 35-37). Yet it makes the employee more exchangeable and 

high strain and stress are created as we become more available and have a harder time to see 

the line between work and non-work activities (Allvin et al. 2006, 35-37, 44, 128, 159-160). 

Similar to what Iseskog is discussing is the contrast and personal inner conflict between the 

interest we have in time spent on working hours and time spent outside of work hours. They 

are explained as two competing spheres that traditionally is explained as two forces that 

discourage each other but Allvin et al. means that recent studies show that the two spheres also 

can benefit from and cross support one another (Allvin et al. 2006, 107-108).  

3.3 Observing Dukha, a historical peephole 

Spring camp number two of the 2018 migration. The mountain in the clouds to the left is mount Renchinlhumbe. 

Time have presumably changed very little in this picture. 
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Various stone age archeologists have been trying to figure out an estimation of how much work 

the average stone age man spent on work each day. Most of them seem to agree on that they 

spent about four to five hours per day on chores related to achieving the day to day strive 

towards fulfillment in line with their plans. Much in the Dukha day to day life can be assumed 

to be similar to what the men and women in the Mesolithic period were doing in their “sphere 

of necessity”. In some ways and aspects, I consequently mean that studying the Dukha is to 

study the human livelihood of the past.  

Through the feudalism of the dark ages and the age of antiquity, where serfdom and slavery 

were common, work was often documented as a tiresome burden. Enlightenment philosophy 

with Voltaire, Descartes and Diderot slowly changed the view of work to something rewarding 

and a partly joyful activity.  

Sahlins who wrote his book in the 70s is trying to deconstruct the, back then, popular notions 

that hunter gatherers and also the stone age man are primitive and constantly working hard in 

order to avoid starvation or malnourishment. Instead he states that the human of the time he 

wrote the book instead suffered a much higher rate of starvation than that of the stone age man 

(Sahlins 2017, 35-37) 

It is easy and dangerous to fall under the false conception that Dukha are and always have lived 

like they do now, to romanticize their authenticity of being a preserved unchanged culture. This 

is in many ways the course the Sami people was and still are misunderstood. Veli-Pekka Lehtola 

has written a book called “The Sami People - Traditions in transition” in this book he writes 

that the Sami originate from many different cultures during many hundreds of years, that the 

“theory of continuity” is proven stronger than “theory of immigration”. (Lehtola 2004. 20). For 

example, the way of living where you live solely from domesticated reindeer is only a few 

hundred years old and became popular as a reaction to the lack of game and wild reindeer after 

systematic hunting for hides that was subject of trade all the way down to France (Lehtola 2004. 

88). When reading about the rich history of the Dukha community I found that they share the 

same proven theory, that things are and have been in constant alteration and that they and their 

doings also originate from diversity under change.  

In 1914 Ørjan Olsen and his expedition traveled to and lived among the reindeer herders of the 

Sayan mountain range. Many of the people who today herd reindeer in these lands are 

descendants of the reindeer herders that Olsen and his expedition encountered When I was 

reading his book from 1915 I ran into many actualities that have changed since then and many 

that are remarkably corresponding to what I could see during my study and what can be read 

from present day studies and articles. Olsen also compare these people and their habits to what 

he knows about the Sami people who also kept reindeer as a sustenance, many of these 

conclusions I also came to after my stay with them. (Olsen 1915, 5-6) 
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4 Empirical results through three themes  

4.1 Work  

To measure how many hours that are spent on which task is relatively easy to do even without 

being able to speak the Dukhan language, almost everything they do during their days as nomad 

herdsmen is possible to distinguish and measure. Planning and discussions and also chores that 

are connected to their ritual beliefs are likely the most difficult things to distinguish, separate 

and measure.  

When states historically began to strive for efficient capital increase the work of the Dukha, 

amongst many others, were suddenly regarded to be unfruitful. This resulted in hidden 

sedentarization agendas where Mongolian government was through habit-forming policies 

going to get the Dukha to be a part of the state economic structure and profit in the collective 

work systems. Further, through this change in work the government seemingly hoped that the 

Dukha never wanted to go back to a “primitive” herding life in the forest. “(...)brigade centers 

and free them from eternal insignificance” was written about them in the 1960s (Wheeler 2000. 

51). 

People in Sweden often identify themselves with their work, it is not strange to ask someone 

you just met what they work with. Through a working life science perspective all this is 

intriguing to compare with because the Dukha people state that their whole existence as a social 

culture and self-image depends on that they are herding reindeer as a sustenance. What kind of 

citizenship they got, what language they use or what ethnicity they belong to might be of 

relevance but there is seemingly no bigger common denominator than the herding of reindeer. 

In order to understand the change that Dukha are going through today one must also have in 

mind that Dukha have been under quite strainful change and been forced to adapt to many 

changes for at least 100 years, in other words as long as their life has been continuously 

documented. To understand change among the Dukha we must also investigate continuity. 

Inamura writes: 

We have discussed how the Tsaatan community has changed and how the people have 

adapted to new conditions. Now we should ask how and why such a small group as 

the Tsaatan managed to maintain their community and their traditions (Inamura 2005. 

151). 
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4.1.1 How do the Dukha spend their day and on what?  

I did not focus much on the gender perspective during my observation but could not stay away 

from noting the following differences in time spent on certain chores:  

Hunting is quite strictly only done by men in the Dukha community, letting women hunt is said 

to bring bad luck and Dukha do not seem to be very keen on leaving anything to chance when 

it comes to the spiritual tradition.  

Milking the reindeer is done by women.  

Chop wood, sharpen the tools and erect a camp are mainly done by men and cooking, repairing 

clothes and cleaning are mainly done by women but cooperation within these chores were often 

observed.  

When it comes to herding reindeer, make handicrafts, look out for the children, take care of 

tourists and care for the household short- and long-term planning and economy I found no 

notable difference between men and women. 

Dukha spend more or less all the time working and doing other things at the same place, with 

the same people, in the same clothes, with similar rules and also with similar social structures 

and have done so for many generations. If any member of the Dukha community ever faced 

symptoms that are similar to the ones we call burnouts is of course hard to estimate. It is also 

hard to estimate if the impact of tourism, access to Internet in cities and more time to enjoy 

nonphysical work (that technology and governmental subsidies enables) are creating a conflict 

caused by divergence in their free time and work. Something that can be said within this topic 

however is that their leisure activities and work activities is rather similar and that they are 

conducted under similar circumstances and social structure. 

The community is quite punctual when it comes to the collective exercise routine of untying or 

unhitching the reindeer, in winter camp this happens ten in the morning with very few 

exceptions. The individuals rarely wear a wristwatch but almost all families got a clock hanging 

in their ortz. Other daily junctures do not seem to follow any specific timing besides a few TV-

programs, approximately half of the community’s individuals will in average daily tend at least 

one TV-program.  

During my stay in winter camp the most frequently watched program was a Korean historical-

fantasy drama series. Ganbat decided not to bring his satellite dish to spring camp saying he 

was tired of having guests coming and having the TV on during the evenings in winter camp. 

The hours are spent differently around the year and this almost only depends on the reindeer 

but it also depends on other factors like for example the number of visiting tourists. If the snow 

is deep in winter time the reindeer will not wander off so far and will instead spend their time 

digging for lichen, this is also a time where few tourist come to visit the taiga making it the time 

of the year where the Dukha are least active. 
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Spring is the time when the reindeer want to move after being stuck in snow for the winter, it 

is also the time when the cow calves and at the same time as the numbers of tourists start to 

increase, this is a very busy time for the Dukha community. During summer the tourists are 

plentiful, but the reindeer are quite inactive because of the heat. The intensity of work will once 

again increase when fall comes with cold air that gives the reindeer back their vigor and strength 

to move more. 

In the end of the winter camp part of the migration circle (1st of April- 25th of April) the time 

spent on work is sparser than any other season. They claim themselves that this is the time of 

the year where they take back energy and vigor for the rest of the year. Winter camp is also the 

one camp that lay closest to Tsagaannuur where the children study, this is the time of the year 

they spend most time away from the taiga to visit the village or other cities and then letting their 

peers assist them with their reindeer related chores while they are away. They take the 

opportunity to repair things and make handicrafts that they can sell during summertime when 

tourism is peaking.  

In 1960 a Danish adventurer and author named Jørgen Bitsch visited the Dukha West Taiga 

winter camp. In his book “Mongolia, Unknown Land” he reflects on the chores observed and 

names an example of a herder who during a long time and almost ceremonial pace repairs and 

improves a reindeer saddle, a job that he claims could have taken one hour. I had similar 

reflections, for example the preparation to visits of organized tours some weeks ahead. Ganbat, 

Pürüvee and Tsolmon are to erect two ortz with bunks and canvas that they bought new from 

town.  

This work is spread out on numerous days and finished just days prior to the American visitors 

with tour guides. The family had control and knew that the workload was low during this time 

and therefore well-aware spread out the work so that they only spent around one or two hours 

of work per day on this specific task. 

In average one individual herd back the reindeer after grazing once every six days, in average 

this takes 120 minutes and approximately 20 minutes per day and person. To hitch the reindeer 

as they come back to the camp takes in average 45 minutes and to unhitch them in the morning 

and make sure that they go the desired direction to graze takes in average of 25 minutes. To 

collect and chop wood, collect and melt snow and to prepare food takes in average 22 minutes 

per day and individual. These chores which is all the herding chores combined and to keep the 

heat in the ortz and to eat and drink what is needed for the day sums up to 1 hour and 52 minutes, 

the time spent for these chores I have chosen to call “minimum of the day”. Only a few spend 

time on the few tourists that visit during these days, but more time are spent on making 

handicrafts and repairs. In an average over all I calculated that they spend 3 hours and 42 

minutes per day and person on work (social relations and doing in the sphere of necessity). 

Doings that I do not count in that calculation is visits to the outdoor toilet, playing cards, 

watching TV or drinking tea and talking (talking about things that are not related to doings 

within the sphere of necessity). 
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This same minimum of the day is increased to 4 hours and 19 minutes in the beginning of the 

spring camp stay (27th of April-14th of May), water can here be taken directly from the small 

creeks of melting water or from a natural spring that lies a short ride from the camp. On the 

other hand, reindeer herding is taking much more time since they now wish to roam and graze 

over bigger areas and the cows are calving and needs to be tended frequently.  

Horses join the community as they move from winter to spring camp, during the winter months 

they are kept by caretakers on the steppe. Something that also increased drastically is tourism, 

in this specific year a big group of people came with helicopter and stayed for many days. The 

guests were people working for a company together with journalists and professional 

photographers, this might have resulted in more time spent than the average year around this 

time. The guests wanted pictures and to learn about the community which led to an arranged 

reindeer riding competition for the children, posing for pictures and plenty of interviews. Zaya 

who were in many ways organizing the stay of the tourists and their meeting with the 

community likely spent more than 12 hours on work per day during their visit. 

4.1.2 How to translate the doings of Dukha to Western perspectives on work 

Exchange economy is still somewhat a part of Dukha economy, and it was quite recent that 

money was introduced into their ways of trading. Many Dukha have received salary during 

socialist times, now tourism is associated with the biggest flow of money. In what way these 

changes have affected their way of working is not easy to comprehend but it is a relevant 

parameter to the change they are going through, money as means of trade is likely something 

that we grasp and can measure with bigger precision than that of trade of resources. This is a 

long forgotten part of our economy but still interesting part because it is coming back in for 

example collective farming initiatives or other projects that often are associated with strives 

towards a more sustainable and more simple livelihood that is not totally dependent on the 

global trade market. Gorz wrote about a growing interest in exchange systems or exchange 

cooperatives already in 1999 and call it a kind for exodus from capitalism (Gorz, 1999. 135). 

For the Dukha community things of course developed in another order but they trade with 

foreign, local and within their own community and have a well-trained and implicit demand 

sharing system. 

Depending on what work you perform, different active or inactive doing would classify as 

something we do in order to recover, recovery we need in order to be able to efficiently work 

more. Recovery in the present-day modern world more often imply being physically active 

because work today more often is physically not challenging enough to feed our needs of 

activeness. Recovering for the Dukha can be to walk quite far in order to meet friends or 

relatives in a neighboring temporary settlement. It could also be to take a horse ride with your 

friends or play outside with children. However, recovery for the Dukha would almost always 

implicate to relax your body, often it would mean to have a cup of tea and to relax in the ortz 

by the fire with friends and kin. 
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The individuals of the Dukha community are seemingly always available and easy to be found 

for someone within the community or for a tourist that is in need of a helping hand. They live 

their lives and work on the same place and with the same means of communications and social 

structures. They are in that sense conducting their work with the full definition of work without 

boundaries, if this complete merge of work and life is stressful or natural for them is hard to tell 

and likely few of them would have anything recent to compare to. 

Can work mean different things and be stipulated by the observer’s views on different aspects 

or category of work? The communist regime likely considered reindeer husbandry as almost 

totally fruitless non-work activity and therefore favoured to keep the Dukha in the fishing and 

logging industry instead. Can the observer’s views for example also determine the fine line of 

what is play and what is child labour? Some concepts and doings by children that in the western 

world would be considered as child labour would likely be viewed upon differently in the 

Dukha community. There is no watertight definition of child labour. (Hobbs, McKechnie and 

Lavalette 1999. 55-57) I presume it likely that the interpretations of the picture below can be 

different depending on who the observer is. Are the children playing or participating in 

activities that can classify as work? 

 

A young boy moving a yearling. Yearlings usually stray freely while the adults are hitched, this because they will 

not wander of more than a few hundred meters from its mother. In this specific day the dogs had barked in a way 

interpreted as barks meant to keep the wolves away, as precaution the yearlings were hitched along with the adult 

reindeer and this boy proudly managed to fetch one. 
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I, who took the picture above and got to know these people, see two children who in a playful 

way are imitating the older peers of their settlement. In a way they are also practicing work and 

picking up the first knowledge in reindeer herding and are directly exposed to their parents’ 

workplace culture. Wage-earners in western countries would presumably do their best to keep 

their children away from what activities and working environments they partake in as long as 

possible.  

The children of the Dukha community start riding the reindeer at a young age. This seems as 

all fun for the children, but the main goal is to familiarize the reindeer with a rider, which cannot 

be done by the adult Dukhas since they are too heavy (Inamura 2005. 137). This can be 

considered a win-win aspect of good fun and benefit, but one could perhaps also argue that 

these activities are to be considered as child labour.  

4.1.3 Technology and how it has altered almost nothing 

The fauna and flora are remarkably alike what we have in northern Scandinavia. This is 

something that Olsen also takes notes of, he also notes the complicatedness of agriculture due 

to the early frost occurring as early as in August. (Olsen 1915, 9-11, 17). However, the colonist 

settlers of Norway, Finland and Sweden brought agriculture to the north which partly also gave 

new knowledge to the Sami people who only somewhat already had practiced and experimented 

with the domestication of plants and seeds. The colonist of Russia and Mongolia however 

favoured bringing hunting rifles, fishing nets and snares as their choice of exploiting the riches 

of the forest. This sums up to the fact that Dukha know absolutely nothing about growing things 

and has never put a seed into the ground of their grazing areas. Past over knowledge on where 

to find what wild plants and how to prepare and conserve them on the other hand is something 

that is well preserved through oral tradition 

Dukha have proven that they are ready to change routines and way of life, for example the time 

won on changing the two-man crosscut saw for a chainsaw that enables them to spend more 

time on attending other chores, for example connected to tourism. Factors of technological 

change are likely challenging their core of traditions to change but the core seem very hard to 

budge and this have made them survive as a culture. Wandering the forest of the current 

settlements I frequently spotted stubs witnessing of logs that have been brought down merely 

by using an axe. I also witnessed logs being sawed by crosscut saws that looked eye-catchingly 

outmoded. Chainsaws are a new thing to the Dukha, but the technology have of course been 

available for a long time in Mongolia. The standards of this territory and the know-how to repair 

and handle one seems quite recently fetched. Chainsaws is also a border-line-case of being a 

practical part of their nomad inventory in that sense that it is heavier than a regular saw but 

more efficient. The canvas used for the ortz is the replacement for hides, the stove in the ortz is 

the replacement for the previous open hearth used for heat and to cook but also for light that 

today comes from electricity from solar panels and battery. Electric light also opened up to be 

able to work with handicrafts and repairments in the evenings of the dark winter months. Some 

owns a motorcycle, and a few owns a car that replaces the travels by reindeer and owning horses 

opens up for transports even during summer when the reindeer struggle with the heat. Mass 

produced cloth for clothing and linen and cord for the ortz and to hitch the reindeer have 

replaced time consuming twinning of horsehair, tendon and leather.  
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All this change is rather fresh, many of the elders that are still alive today recall times without 

many of these things. These and other changes in technology however did not change their way 

of life in many other ways than giving them more time for other things such as attending tourists 

and other guests or to improve their proficiency in sloyding, both of which are contributing to 

their income. 

In their winter camp they also have sewing machines, they are what we would call older than 

vintage. They, however, perform exactly what is to be expected, efficiently repairing of thick 

canvas or to make clothes out of textiles without electricity. I never understood for how long 

they have been a part of their inventory, it was refreshing to see that they still can be of use by 

someone in the middle of the forest. 

 

Woman in winter camp making a Mongolian traditional deel with help from her sewing-machine to the right. To 

the left her set of TV that is connected to a satellite disk and a motorcycle battery which daily is charged with the 

help of a small solar panel leaning on the outside wall of the ortz. In the middle, the heart of every ortz, the 

lightweight stove that turns staples into food and snow into water. 
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4.2 Tourism 

4.2.1 Tourism historically 

Since there has not been any known or at least no public documentation over the number of 

tourists that visited the taiga over the years it is hard to guess any numbers. Facts are though 

that the tourism has increased steadily and now strain the community more than ever. Inamura 

writes: 

 

Consequences on a small-scale community such as the Tsaatan are the Tsaatan 

settlements have also come under the strong influence of tourism. In the summer of 

1998, groups of horse-riding tourists from England visited their summer camp and 

tours using a large Russian helicopter also began. Foreign journalists and 

researchers like myself have also been visiting them. (...) The Tsaatan community 

first became incorporated into the global political-economic system through 

socialist-based administration from the end of 1950s. Now it has become integrated 

into the capitalist world system. In addition, tourism has shifted to being one of the 

main resources in Mongolia. Hence, the Tsaatan society at the peripheral area of 

Mongolia suddenly became an object for consumption in global international 

tourism. (Inamura 2005, 147) 

 

4.2.2 Tourism now, what I observed 

According to many sources, tourists have for many years annually visited in greater numbers 

than the total number of Dukha in the community. There are no heard of planned regulations 

for the number of visitors per year but Dukha and guides express it as customary to make 

arrangements before showing up. During my stay only a few horsemen with tourists show up 

without any prior warning. 

The biggest impact of tourists during my stay was the helicopter visit, most of the visitors only 

stayed over the day but some were staying to film a part of a movie about a famous photographer 

who travels the world. The Mongolian crew for this stay arrived a few days prior with one 

terrain vehicle and one big 4x4 truck equipped with a kitchen to cook for the visitors. The crew 

only barely made it there in this harsh landscape and to be able to go back they had to buy the 

service of yak herdsmen and ten of their yaks to be able to go back due to an even more melted 

and soft terrain to go back in. 
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Second spring camp. Almost 30 people came with this helicopter but most of them left the same day as it arrived. 

Before leaving the Dukha people displayed and sold handicrafts to their guests. 

4.2.3 Tourism in the future 

Reindeer are the immediate cultural characteristics of the Dukha community and so also 

precisely what interest the visiting tourists. Being reindeer herders is what they in firsthand 

proclaim being their element of culture, the one thing everything about their culture circles 

around. Tourism within the Dukha is also directly and firstly dependent on that the Dukha keep 

their way of living. Tourist come there to see and live among reindeer husbandry, they come to 

see the reindeer but often in firsthand to see the coexistence between Dukha people and their 

domesticated reindeer. 

Inamura writes: 

Consequently, the community was supported by the government and was connected with 

the outside world under the control of the socialist regime. Now the situation has changed. 

They are exposed to the whole world both socially and economically. In order to adapt, 

the Tsaatan are developing relationships with their relatives and colleagues who live 

outside of the taiga, with the Darkhad through marriage and friendship ties, and with 

Mongolians and foreign tourists and visitors. Maintaining their community and their own 

culture in the future will depend upon how successfully they manage interaction with the 

outside world. (Inamura 2005. 151) 
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Unregulated tourism is a fact and if there is a governmental plan to correct this, I do not know. 

Strives to make them have their own control of tourism has been made but has failed, one 

example is the non-active homepage and office in Tsaagaanuur called TCVC, Tsaatan 

Community and Visitors Center. Already in 2002 there was action made to establish this 

cooperative (Jernsletten and Klokov 2002, 151). As of today, the control of tourism is limited 

to whoever the Dukha agrees to accept as visitors. However sometimes unserious opportunist 

horsemen show up with tourists and expect to be granted the Mongolian hospitality. Which in 

these cases often would lead to that the Dukha would open their homes and make room for the 

guests to sleep and eat in which the guest or the guest’s guides will pay an implicit but 

seemingly standardized fee for. I do not believe this to be the collect opinion of a sustainable 

and good solution for any tourist business in a long- or even short-term perspective.  

Tourists want to be able to come home after a visit to the taiga and retell what they have seen, 

often with a portion of romanticized details. Usually the observer wants to see them do day to 

day doings in their natural living and working spaces, at some occasions they were asked to 

dress or hold up old items that they no longer use very often as if it was a part of their day to 

day life. The Dukha would in these cases accept what is asked, sometimes seemingly a bit 

restrained and uncomfortable but equally amount of times satisfied or even seemingly proud to 

show their more traditional way of living. 

Even if reindeer and the reindeer herders are the central interest of the tourist the reason why 

tourists want to visit this community is diverse and should probably also be charted in order to 

study and regulate the business. Shamanic tourism, tourism focused on riding in untamed 

nature, ethnographic tourism, focus on photography, spiritual tourism and tourism based on 

unique livelihood are some examples of different kinds of interest that I saw during my stay. 

Some also, like myself, came more purely to study their way of life. Tourism varies depending 

on time of the year, what time the tourists will choose is affected by the different companies 

availability, domestic flights being closed some parts of the year, the tourist different desires or 

merely when they happen to pass Mongolia on their long backpacking trip through Asia. The 

accessibility is better in the winter, but the weather is considered cold and the companies can 

earn more money from a six-day horse trip with large organized groups during the summer, 

preferably most tourists come to Mongolia during summer. 

When handicrafts are sold the income from tourists are shared among the families instead of 

going back to its maker, same thing with some but not all of the income from tourists staying 

with a host family. If this is a heritage of socialism or way of the clan is hard to tell and not 

something that I asked about. One reflection about this though is that some creators did not 

seem very keen on evolving and adapting their way of making pieces to sell after the more 

skillful pieces that were sold, if this delay these individual’s productivity to become more 

skilled is hard to tell. The handicrafts originate from parents making small tokens for their 

children and have evolved to for example a reindeer cut out from a piece of antler, a knife or a 

whole Dukha landscape engraved in a whole antler. 
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The typical tourists that visited Dukha during my stay were curious consumers of the Dukha 

culture, they were often educated and had already done some background reading prior to the 

visit and they actively search for more information. The encounters of tourism have led to 

supportive forces and might make the Dukha resilience to survive change stronger, they now 

have flexible and fast reacting external muscle in events of future difficulties (example allies in 

the Sami community). Surely the Dukha people have come up with the thought of abandoning 

reindeer herding and what consequence this would bring, surely it would stop tourists from 

coming and thereby decrease or more likely totally terminate that specific possibility and way 

of making money. Tourism is thereby becoming an increasing commitment and part of their 

self-image.  

In interviews two elderly women state that tourism is good for them and that they see no 

problem with a large increase of tourism. Clearly the Dukha see consequences with tourist 

coming there to somewhat disturb in their day to day livelihood but the positive effects seem to 

blear the negative ones. There might be a long-term negative effect that act its part in the shroud 

of what is directly visible. Perhaps they tend to see the positive effects clearer mostly because 

the short-term effect mostly is money that they need for both the short term and long-term 

factors of their life. 

4.3 Sustainability  

4.3.1 Hunting 

The hunting ban in the national park was flowed up on by military rangers who perform 

patrolling of the borderland, mostly they were using motorbikes. This does not rhyme well with 

the fact that the government is trying to ban Dukha from traveling in this area due to animal 

disturbance, motorbikes sounds much more than nomads traveling on their animals. 

Contradictious arguments from government contra Dukha has been spelled out. Dukha claim 

they hunt for their own livelihood like they have done for centuries, they claim it is what they 

need on top of what few measurements of cheese and milk the reindeer give in order to fulfil 

their daily needs in terms of diet. The Dukha hold few reindeer, in order for the Dukha to be 

able to harvest reindeer for meat they would have to increase their count of livestock quite a 

lot. Livestock has been bought from the Russian side and this action has been planned to be 

repeated but have faced problems and have not yet come to happen again. 

Hunting is a strong cultural tradition and big part of the livelihood and lifestyle of the Dukha. 

Almost only the men carry this explicit knowledge that also is a big part of their cultural pride 

and heritage. Without this generational and orally passed over knowledge the Dukha men seem 

robbed of a big part of their cultural rigour. Many old hunting stories have been passed on orally 

for many generations, this is how ancestors are known and probably also therefore how some 

would like to be remembered by future generations.  
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One quite recent hunting ordeal was told during my visit, by estimate by the storyteller the story 

occurred seven years ago. The story was about a large hunting party of men who crossed the 

borders to Russia for a two-week hunting expedition for bear, the trip was explained as a 

ceremonial hardship only for male participants. Bear is considered a somewhat holy animal 

similar to the Sami traditions. One downside of having a trading-network to foreign countries 

is the demand of Chinese medicine, they buy the velvet from the reindeer, but more alarming 

is the reports of Mongolian poachers and smugglers who got caught selling paws and 

gallbladders from brown bears.  

4.3.2 Potentials to move and abandon lifestyle 

 

Man doing his last preparations to abandon his place in the winter camp and migrate to spring camp. Most of the 

snow has melted, sun is shining and none of the cows have yet given birth to their calves, conditions are perfect 

for migration. His ortz is of typical design with the stove in the middle and three beds framing it, he will erect a 

new ortz as he comes to the spring camp, all wood seen on the picture will be reused next winter. 

To have lived as Dukha a whole life could in a working life science perspective perhaps be 

translated into working a certain specialty detail no one else master, this employee would, in 

similar ways, have difficulties to surpass into a new livelihood. To be taken into account is also 

the fact that if Dukha stop their livelihood they will have to change more than their working 

life, they would have to change ways of all their 24 hours and all days of the year. If we were 

to translate the Dukha to organizations like ours perhaps they would be seen as small companies 

in cooperation or like an umbrella cooperation with unified consultations instead of parental 

corporation. 
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The government have undertaken many initiatives in order to affect the Dukha, most of which 

have the purpose to help them in their strives to gain a more sustainable life. Some of these 

initiatives the Dukha people are happy about and some they regard as something that retain 

them and or affect them in a negative way. Park rangers/army often pass by the Dukha 

settlement in order to receive local intelligence, often regarding hunting but also question if the 

foreigners who are staying with them are granted the special permit necessary to reside in this 

territory. Their purpose is to guard the border but also to make sure the area is preserved in the 

best way possible; the area is since 2012 protected as a national park (Tengis-Shishged River 

Basin National Park). 

The Dukha community consequently sends their children to school and they seem to approve 

that it is a good idea that their children receive a governmental education. School seems to be 

viewed as an extension of the government, consequently the school system is helping the 

government win trust and recognitions as something that is there to aid or strengthen.  

The lifestyle of the stone age man was in many ways balanced with nature in a sustainable way 

but only for many decades, not in endlessness. In the end it often seemed to lead to overfishing, 

deforestation or overhunting which had the impact to extinct or massively change the flora and 

fauna. Greed resulted in the extinction of wild reindeer in Scandinavia, new big demands from 

Europe on reindeer skin lead to the making of large-scale trapping pits killing hundreds of 

reindeer which they did not even utilize the meat on. This is thought to have been the final act 

that drove the forest Sami to fully adapt to the herding way of sustaining (Lehtola 2004. 88). 

Perhaps many pastoralists perceive that they are one with nature and do not alter its beauty and 

riches, they might not see any changes in their generation, but even very small changes will in 

a thousand years transform the current way of life. 

The Dukha people are closer in many traditions, origin and in way of life with the reindeer 

herding Sami people of northern Europe than to the Mongolians of the steppe who live in 

adjacent provinces. However, the Dukha have a much smaller gap in differences to their 

neighbours who also have livestock and often migrate as nomads than that of the reindeer 

herding Sami who have and have had to their neighbours who got very different cultures and 

way of life. In terms of governmental interference, I would like to analyze how the Mongolian 

government could learn from the governments who effected the Sami in their transitions and 

involvement with other human encounters. Sami and Dukha have numerous governmental 

encounters that are similar when it comes to consecutions of borders, hunting laws, regulation 

of tourism, state aid, school, transition of spoken language and many other factors. I hope that 

the Dukha people can learn from what the Sami people have gone through and likewise I hope 

that the Mongolian government can learn from all the mistakes and effects of impacts that the 

Russian, Norwegian, Swedish and Finish have had on the reindeer herding Sami. 

In talks with elders they talk about their identity as a collective identity, being a Dukha is being 

a reindeer herder and in the talks, they speak of the herding chores as the central part of their 

life. One observation is that they embrace the herding chores. 
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The challenges of urbanization for the Dukha is not very different than for any other rural 

nomads moving, most often is the capital the destination for any urbanization in Mongolia. 

Dukha and other nomads share the globally typical problems associated with rapid urbanization.  

Writers often depict people like Dukha as primitive and that they got many steps left until they 

are civilized and met up with our way of living. Many measure development and prosperity 

with a postcolonial view that has it’s starting point in capitalism, that no strives for economic 

growth and development would mean that a community is primitive. (Lindberg 2008, 91-93). 

Olsen for example writes that they have not even yet learned how to use the soil to plant things. 

Olsen has a seemingly conservative perspective where using the soil for planting is a fixed step 

in the process of becoming a developed culture or civilization (Olsen 1915, 19-21). I would 

suppose that most western people who travel to the Dukha community are past these notions, 

but the Mongolian government however quite recently accepted capitalism and free market and 

therefore seem to have a rusty perspective when observing herders as traditional as the Dukha.  

Another angle in this is that people first started to grow plants because they were forced to, due 

to lack of game, wild plants or fish or because they became too comfortable to move around as 

nomads and wanted to become sedentarized. In this perspective we can say that Dukha never 

had to commit to a transitional step like this, perhaps Dukha are the ones who are advanced as 

they managed to adapt, overcome and sustain whilst others abandoned and gave up the old way 

of living because they were forced to. In Olsen’s last words in his book it becomes clear that he 

is a man of his time when he states that in order for this land to become developed, blooming 

and prosperous, “the shamanic drums needs to be silenced and the primitive people removed in 

favour of the so ever advancing white race” (Olsen 1915, 156). These seemingly obsolete 

statements might seem irrelevant to regard today but I observed government officials stating 

comparable words about the Dukha people, the officials also spoke about the Dukha as people 

who abandoned their true authentic lifestyle and completely sold themselves to tourism. In these 

conversations they also reveal a romanticized and perverted picture of the Dukha and talks 

about and compare the Dukha the people of the 2015 motion picture Sodura which depict an 

almost totally different truth of the Mongolian reindeer herders current or past way of life. 

According to the people who decided to make the grazing areas into a national park and thereby 

ban hunting claim that Dukha hunt and kill too many animals to sustain a steady growth. 

Themselves claim that the current lack of game is mostly because of poachers who come from 

elsewhere. During my stay I witnessed poachers on horse at two occasions and both times they 

killed and brought back deer. Park rangers have no way to cover the whole area of the park and 

to my understanding it is easy to blame the ones living in the forest where the animal was shot 

instead of people from outside the area who sneak in on horses. 
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5 Discussion and analysis 
 

“No man ever steps in the same river twice, for it's not the same river and he's not the 

same man.”   

Heraclitus 

5.1 Analysis of four factors that affect change in work 

Change most likely do challenge the existence of the reindeer herding nomad Dukha 

community in Mongolia, likely it is also the constant change that they have gone through that 

makes their culture and ways of life to stand the test of time and it makes them into who they 

are today. In the modern society we often reflect on our pursuit of happiness and we try to 

optimize our lives to best fulfillment, we ask ourselves how we can change and more often we 

are looking backwards in time for answers on how to live and what to eat. 

Perhaps a portion of continuous change is the key ingredient to be able to maintain a united 

organization or cultural body that has got the resilience and hardiness required to overcome, 

and perhaps even become strengthened by, change in work. In this analysis I have decided to 

divide the observed effects and risks for the Dukha due to alteration into four different factors; 

technology, tourism, governmental policies, laws and regulations and sustainable 

alternatives. Technological progress is something that is easy to spot among the community and 

quite easy to predict a future of. Tourism is also something that is easy to measure and see the 

effects of. The question on how the governmental impact will affect the Dukhas is harder to 

predict and I explicate what the government impact have had on, and according to me should 

have on, the community in the discussion. The last factor is about what alternatives the Dukha 

have to be able to carry out changes in their livelihood themselves. This factor is difficult to 

analyze and predict, since alternative lifestyles can emerge fast, because of for example a 

growing mining industry, climate change or faster shifting global demands. 

5.1.1 Technology 

The technology mentioned, is as I wrote it, mostly changing the Dukha livelihood into having 

more time to spend on other things they see fit, perhaps also motorbikes and other technology 

could take away a bit of their own authentic feeling of belonging in the forest as nomadic 

herders. There is however some technology that probably will affect the culture of the 

community. Children now often have smartphones that they can connect to an increasingly 

better working Internet, so far only possible in Tsagaannuur. This expose them to Internet and 

social media and along with that the fact that they will take part of a both national and global 

source of culture, influence and inspiration to possibilities of change. Perhaps this will draw 

them to stay in the village rather than wanting to make the long trip to see their elders solely on 

the weekends or longer school holidays. 

I do not see it as likely that the government will build a road to winter camp, not even 

Tsagaannuur is connected with paved road and the maintenance of the existing roads and small 

bridges is meagre. Neither do I see it as likely that they soon will be equipped with tools or 
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transport that will revolutionize their possibilities to spend decisively more time on other 

doings, nor is it likely that they will find a way to herd the reindeer that are much less time 

consuming than the practice today. 

5.1.2 Tourism 

Tour guides bring vodka and candy as customary gifts, I was told numerous times to bring 

vodka for the adults and candy for the young. I disputed if this was appropriate and was told 

this to be the customary gifts that they expect, that is what they like they said. I brought candy 

but ate everything myself since the small children ate candy almost daily. I brought vodka but 

made sure that all of it was drunk by tourists instead. Instead I gave notebooks and small 

practical gifts for the children and gloves and tools for the adults, I’m pretty sure this was more 

appreciated than candy and vodka. When speaking to Zaya and Narrann I listed things that we 

all could agree on should replace alcohol and candy as gifts: 

Soap, tea, gloves, socks, children clothing, crackers based on oat and not sugar, dried herbs or 

vegetables for vitamins, books to read or for painting and drawing for children, proper carving 

tools for antler carving, anything that inspire to making of different handicrafts made by 

material taken from nature. 

This is an example of one easy set up list that could create awareness and, in that way, improve 

their way of life since sugar and alcohol is two of the things they are in least need of. I believe 

that tourism is and will be the Dukha community’s hardest ordeal. The Dukha people need to 

sit down and develop preparations on how to say no to those tourists who supposedly will come 

in excess. The taiga as a land and the people as a community simply cannot provide for hundreds 

of tourists. Most likely they will need support from the outside world with these regulations. 

Horse men and unserious guides will always be there to earn money for taking tourists to the 

taiga to see the reindeer and its people. The opportunity to earn fast money should not be the 

driving force that dictate the limits and who should be welcome to visit, instead the Dukha 

community as a united force should. One absolute key ingredient to successfully be the masters 

of their own tourism is to learn English and to organize. today decisions on which tourist  that 

is going to stay with which Dukha host is often decided just minutes before the tourists move 

in. My concern is that tourism soon will run the Dukha and not the other way around if they do 

not take control soon. I also see it likely that tourism can create disunity, for example if some 

Dukha families venture and manage to take a significant part of the income from tourism that 

they keep for themselves, while  abandoning their long migrations and only save a few reindeer 

for picture-taking and to ride with tourists. 

In western Mongolia, a girl who was the first female to train eagles for hunting became famous 

from the 2016 motion picture named “Eagle Huntress” that was shown all over the world. This 

drew thousands of tourists and totally overburdened the possibilities of the Kazakh villages to 

host tourists and to join the eagle festival and to visit that young girls home for pictures and 

interviews. Social media has already done their part in a growing interest in visiting the reindeer 

herders of Mongolia and I reckon that this is only the beginning of the increase of tourist to the 

Taiga. 
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5.1.3 Governmental policies, laws and regulations 

The norm historically is absence of government, the Dukha people used to be the lords of their 

own life where nature itself put up the limitations and regulations. This changed and during the 

socialist era and when they were expelled and forced out from the country is likely the time 

when they were most limited and affected by their government. Today hunting laws might be 

the toughest means of governmental influence in their lives and they still seem to hold a quite 

harsh grudge against governmental policies and other involvements after what they have been 

through historically. Many of the state policies brought them bad experience, perhaps changes 

that they consider being good ones like school and monthly subsidies might change the idea of 

government involvement to something that can be considered as beneficential change. 

Hopefully the Dukha community will feel that the government are there to support them. For 

example, I believe that the Dukha community have not yet seen any benefits or likely not even 

heard of the 2014 “law on the protection of cultural heritage”. Likely though they all heard of 

the hunting ban that was decided two years earlier. Especially I find the Article 7 interesting, 

this article discourses intangible cultural heritage, for example [7.1.1 mother language, script, 

and its cultural sphere]. I believe little has been made to honour the passing of this laws. (Law 

of Mongolia 2014, 7.1.1) 

Indigenous people have shown sensitivity to change if the change does not make sense to them. 

More efficient is if they are having space and opportunities so that they can use their own 

creativity and skills, and act within the demanding circumstances. In other words, if you give 

them independence and room they will respond with creativity and change in their own natural 

way. 

The “Mongolization” of the reindeer herding tribes started as the Mongolian government agreed 

to give them citizenship and along with that started demanding that they change their names, 

learned the language and started sending the children to state schools. When the children of the 

family I stayed with call for their mother to respond they call in Mongolian, also when they 

count out loud, they do so in Mongolian. Small talks within the family unit in every evening is 

mostly spoken in Dukhan, sometimes Dukhan is spoken by parents and answered in Mongolian 

by children. On one occasion Narrann was asked if she knew the name of rhododendron 

tomentosum (wild plant that thrives in boreal forest in the far north of Mongolia, also in 

Sweden, Russia and North America). She answered that she knew the Dukhan name for it but 

not the Mongolian. Later she adds that she is not sure there is a Mongolian name for the plant. 

This says something about belonging to a typographical culture. As the herders started to send 

the workforce that they could spare to the governmental negdel cooperatives they were 

influenced by what other workers wore and what language they spoke, slowly Mongolian 

became a used language and the Mongolian deel as a standard outfit. 
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5.1.4 Possible alternatives 

The factors for employability in Mongolia and for Dukha in particular are very different if we 

compare it to our conditions. There are work in Mongolia that offers salary but for Dukha that 

would mean to move to a bigger city or find a rural mine complex. To change work in that way 

that they would change type of livestock would be another way and they have the past decades 

come to own and learn about horses. To fully live with horses as their livelihood they would 

have to find an unoccupied place on the steppe for grazing and likely the best spots are already 

taken by Darkhad or others who lived here for a long time. There are alternatives for individuals 

to leave and study or work elsewhere, the community as a whole however need a lot of effort 

and time to transform into a new type of community with another type of livelihood. The 

possibilities to locally find other work seems very limited and individuals who try this and fail 

are likely to be a burden for the families who stay in the taiga (Jernsletten and Klokov 2002, 

149). 

The capital is not appealing to more than dreamers or those who wish to study or to those who 

do not associate with the Dukha lifestyle and wish to disconnect from the traditional life and go 

their own way. Going abroad is not easy for Mongolians unless you have money, education or 

family who can invite and take care of you until you got an employment. 

5.2 Discussion 

Jan Ch Karlsson is saying that instead of striving towards finding the definition of work we 

should strive to find definitions of work. In my empirical material I am dividing one type of 

work under the name “minimum” and within that type I have chosen to count the time spent of 

certain chores and then sorting all the rest of the work as remaining and adding them up as a 

total. I could here have given the reader more information and have classified work in many 

different categories but found it most suitable to be displayed in simple and short. 

I have allowed myself to move from different levels of perspectives, from the concrete to the 

abstract, from a cultural structure to individual acts and from history to present day and 

compared and evaluated my empirics in different angles. All this I consider an asset as long as 

I have kept a portion of self-criticism and a balanced distance to what I have been trying to 

observe and answer. Along with my notes from my field study I also wrote one page in a dairy 

every evening before going to sleep, these notes have given me aid and woken aspects and 

thoughts from my memory as I was reading my field notes about what I observed.  

5.2.1 Method discussion 

In winter camp it was hard to follow many individuals at the same time because of the way the 

ortz’s were spread out in a long line along a path and also because of the dense forest. In winter 

camp I more thoroughly counted time spent on work for a few individuals whilst I in spring 

camp could overview many individuals when they were outside their ortz at the same time but 

not as thoroughly. What I understood of the observation in spring camp was that individuals 

spent rather identical amount of time on the minimum chores and also that even if you can 

observe more individuals your result will not necessarily to be more accurate due to the fact 

that you cannot observe with the same accuracy when you observe many. 
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To be able to be a respected guest when living this close and intimately with someone you have 

to earn trust. To earn trust, I found it essential to be yourself and to share something personal, 

I brought pictures from home to show. I had picked pictures I figured that they could relate to 

and that would show who I am, for example pictures of nature and how we, in Sweden, 

historically have used horses in our forestry, pictures of Sami reindeer herding and traditional 

Swedish log houses. Also, I found it key to share all the smiles possible, even if you do not 

always understand what triggered them to smile. To play and share smiles with children is also 

something I have learned from previous travels as a good way to earn trust and it acts as a short 

and efficient way of showing your way of communicating (which is a big part of your 

personality) when you do not know the language and instead show it with your body language. 

Me and Ganbat also played quite a lot of card game, he showed me one type of game with quite 

advanced rules, astoundingly it shared features with an old and very uncommon card game my 

grandfather taught me. I can only presume that the time Ganbat spent on playing cards with me, 

he would in my absence have spent on some other physically relaxing activity, and I can only 

hope that this playing helped my opportunities to come close and see their true way of life.  

I also learned a card game that the younger generation would play and in the same sense I hope 

it made them feel more relaxed in my presence. I also made a set of “kubb” which is an old 

throwing game from Sweden, this also contributed to the advantages of my method and allowed 

me to be able to partake in other social relations and doing in the sphere of necessity without 

them feeling unease, my presence was in a way de-dramatized. The balance of trying to be 

invisible and at the same time be socially accepted and sort of neutrally appreciated was 

challenging, I suppose I had advantage from the fact that many people have been there before 

me and that they did not take advantage and exploit them in a bad manner. They understood 

that I was there to study them but likely they did not expect that the outcome of the study would 

affect them, meaning they accepted my presence as a person and as a student. They gave me a 

taiga name saying that everyone that is a part of the taiga community gets a nickname, these 

names were used in commonplace talk and I picked up a few of them. My taiga name became 

Sarro-all which, apparently, roughly translated, equals blond boy. 

To achieve high validity within inductive reasoning the research performed need to be done 

over a long period of time. I only had the pleasure to follow a small amount of people for a brief 

period of time. I only followed them in the end of their winter settlement, during the one day 

migration to spring camp and finally the beginning of the spring settlement period which 

included various short temporary migrations between first and second spring camp due to 

infrequently high presence of tourists. It was in this year’s migration circle only twenty minutes 

between the two spring settlements, but this time is also the time when the reindeer cows’ 

calves. Calving time is expressed as the busiest time of the year and winter camp before 

migration the most motionless and inactive time of the years circle. To sum up I believe I had 

the pleasure to see a variety from an active to a more inactive part of their migration cycle.  
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One notation concerning reliability is that I was not able to cover all doings of all respondents 

at all time, mostly because they performed work on different locations at the same time. Also, 

at occasions when Pürüvee was up early working while I was sleeping and without me knowing 

about it, when I woke up at six in the morning she was already dressed and had fresh reindeer 

hair on her deel. 

5.2.2 Ethics 

I made sure that I communicated my intentions with my field study, that I wanted to live with 

them to learn about them. Before they knew me, they were seemingly a bit skeptical to me 

sleeping in the same place as them but soon I felt very welcome. I also communicated that there 

was no long-time agreement of any kind, if they or myself wanted to abort the stay we could 

do so and that I in that case were to live with someone else. I did pay a small amount of money 

for the stay (for food and convenience) and in that way there was a slight risk that they would 

keep me for that reason. Swedish Research Council stresses that it is critical to avoid setting up 

an agreement that would put them in a bad place if the agreement is abrupted or canceled 

(Swedish Research Council 2017. 39-41). I find that they were never in that way dependent on 

the income I gave them. Perhaps it would be a slight means of negative influence towards the 

other families if they were to abort my stay with them, but I believe the significance of it to be 

low. I Normally a confidentiality agreement is written but, in this case, I had more confidence 

in making the agreement orally. Ganbat and Pürüvee are both quite public figures through 

previous studies and articles about their life as reindeer herders in Mongolia, they stated 

numerous times that they had no problem to be in my study with their name as long as the story 

was told by me and as I saw it. The same thing goes for the other individuals who figurate with 

names in my thesis. Statements and facts about these individuals that in any way might be 

sensitive and that are not relevant for the outcome of this study has been left unspoken or 

anonymously due to confidentiality and ethical precautions (Fangen 2005. 295-296). 

Bringing knowledge and insight about indigenous people is not always good, it attracts tourists 

or other visitors and that is only good if it can be handled in a good manor. What has good 

intentions can end up as a disservice in a long-term perspective, this along with many other 

ethical considerations always has to be thought through carefully. During my studies both 

before and after I have come across articles and other writings that hold misconception and 

misunderstandings, often it is journalists or bloggers who spent too little energy on background 

checking and seem to take their own guesses and hasty assumptions where they find no answers. 
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5.3 Conclusions 

5.3.1 Answers to the three themes 

How can effects of change in work alter the conditions for the isolated aboriginal group called 

Dukha? 

Some individuals will leave the Taiga and some children who grow up there now will choose 

to stay. The ones who stay will likely keep a lot of the current traditions and knowledge but will 

likely also slightly alter their ways of living and their way of thinking as a group. The fact that 

some individuals will leave might in a way impoverish the culture as a whole and in the long 

run also affect Dukha as a group.Entire families of Dukha have before abandoned the reindeer 

herding and instead taken up other means of sustenance, if the alternatives were more plentiful 

and lucrative, I believe that the culture of the Dukha community as we know it would have had 

even harder struggle to survive. 

Becoming more focused to tourism would most likely be the strongest factor to alteration of 

their culture. I see the possibilities of this change in work to enrich and strengthen their culture 

as a whole but I also have a concern that it will disrupt and disunify. 

What impact does tourism have on the work hours and way of living for the Dukha group of 

people? 

The hours of the day are most definitely changed because of tourism and as big groups as the 

ones coming in the helicopter the who community was involved in preparations to meet and 

greet the foreign visitors. Some seemed to enjoy it, and some seemed to agree with it because 

of the money that was given out to each family. Some seemed to feel that this was a boost to 

their culture, to show their children take part in a reindeer-riding race and to show their way of 

life. Some might have seen it more like a job performed and might in a long-term perspective 

loose their pride instead of gaining more.  

If the culture is to be strengthened by tourism the Dukha community has to communicate and 

unite their ambitions to be able to plan and handle the future of tourism on the Taiga. 

Is the altering lifestyle of the Dukha sustainable and how can the government support them to 

become more sustainable? 

If the Dukha community are able to continue to live a life without vehicles and if they are able 

to keep the hunting and logging down to a limit where the wild animals and trees are 

replenishing I would say that their lives would be extremely sustainable if we talk about the 

word in the means of environmental footprint. 

When it comes to sustainable work and workforce, I believe that the most important thing is to 

let the community take their own natural action and change into what they wish for. The 

government and other outsiders who wish to help should focus on empowering them within 

their established culture but also give them room and ability to change and alter to what they 

wish and search for in means of change. To focus totally on preserving the old traditions would 

be to force them into staying rigid and motionless through time and space, a mistake that many 

other governments have done to traditional cultures. 
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5.3.2 Proposal to the Mongolian government or whoever encounter Dukha 

If the government are to take serious approach to collect data and run interventions that would 

support the Dukha culture and find key knowledge in order to find a way of sustainable reindeer 

husbandry they need to start with the knowledge that is already there collected and processed. 

The four countries which have Sami people with reindeer have found ways to communicate and 

to support reindeer husbandry but has done numerous mistakes along the way which can also 

be learned from. Center for Saami Studies for example hold substantial knowledge and have 

among much other work published the report “Sustainable Reindeer Husbandry”. This 

publication is in many ways out of date (2002) but hold an appendix A that read up on reindeer 

herding in Mongolia and an appendix B that is named “Recommendation from the international 

steering committee”. Not only is it out of date but it displays a rather dark prognosis for the 

Dukha future, a future that we today know turned out much brighter than anticipated here 

(Jernsletten and Klokov 2002, 143-157). This can also be learned from, even experts in reindeer 

husbandry from abroad identify challenges ahead that they believe will be too hard to handle 

but that the Dukha community managed fine and hopefully the government can see their part 

in this joint progression.  

The Norwegian and Swedish governments, researchers and the Sami themselves have done 

joint efforts to collect data and to form laws and regulations that will protect and serve the 

reindeer husbandry with as small impact on other interest as possible (Jernsletten and Klokov 

2002, 122-123). So should Russia and Mongolia also do and they should definitely take 

international organizations and the Dukha community along on that process. Efforts have to be 

put in to support minorities cultural sustainability and this could strengthen the shared 

transnational identities who might depend on each other to stay strong and pass the test of time. 

One way to gather and present known facts and previous work would be to create one home 

page of collected knowledge about Dukha and their situation. 

Foreign organizations follow the numbers of the total livestock of reindeer and this year the 

numbers reached 2000 head for the first time in many years. If the numbers would to plummet 

the organizations would likely react quite fast and see what they could do in order to help the 

Dukha. Ganbat reckon that the taiga where the east taiga group is living can hold 3000 reindeer, 

he wishes that they had that many and he believe the community could handle it in a long-term 

perspective if things turns out the same as the past decades. In the year 2017 Jokkmokk, Sweden 

hosted the 6th world reindeer herders congress, on this congress two participants from West 

Taiga participated and also a representative from the Mongolian Association of Mongolian 

Reindeer Herders joined the trip. 

My hopes are that the idea with the handout is they are planned to disappear once the Dukha 

have enough reindeer and good control over other incomes to sustain their way of life in a 

healthy and secure way. The government can be considered to owe them to have a chance to be 

independent in their own way of living and earning money. The government might also owe 

them not to be caught in a trap where they get accustomed to be funded and use the funds to 

replace previous ambitions to improve with inactivity and alienation. 
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I consider the Dukha community to be a very robust yet very fragile community and culture. 

The government and other actors should absolutely do their homework before they make 

decisions that directly or indirectly affect Dukha, both short- and long-term interventions must 

be well-reasoned. What could be something that first is considered to be a big win-win 

opportunity even when the Dukha community themselves are asked might in the long run 

undermine and later overthrow the Dukha to abandon their way of life. Is this lost for long time 

enough for all the implicit knowledge to be lost and gone forever the community and the culture 

is not likely to ever come back as it is now or once was. It should of course be their full right to 

abandon their current way of life if that is their wish, but it would be unfortunate if they lose it 

unwillingly. 

Mastery is an individual’s desire to get better and better at something that matters to that person. 

Losing the mastery of hunting in their culture might overthrow their passion and turn it into 

resistance. Getting the Dukha in alliance with the government’s efforts to stop the hunting of 

certain animals in order for their numbers to once again increase instead of decrease is by me 

valued as essential. Perhaps the government could use the nomads as their national park 

workforce. “Game and wildlife preserver of the taiga” could be a title that would save their 

pride in mastery of the wild of the taiga forests. They could easily be the ones tracking down 

and to report poachers to the patrolling rangers or they could patrol together.  

One advice is to strictly forbid motor vehicles and helicopters within the parks. If the 

government are serious about conserving and to replenish the wild animals, they need to change 

from patrolling on motor bikes to horses. This would also help to preserve the authentic way of 

traveling and living and in that way also keep and gain a better niched tourism. 

The government perhaps do not see the difficulties of the Dukha because they are eclipsed by 

other problems that are considered bigger and closer. The Dukha people is just one out of many 

pastoralist groups in Mongolia, perhaps this is why Mongolia and the rest of the world is not 

paying attention to the needs of some certain groups of pastoralists. Maybe it would have been 

easier if the Dukha stood out even more in their lifestyle, if handouts and extra attention in form 

of livestock repopulation programs are given to Dukha, then why not to their neighbors the 

Darkhad yak herders, likely they also struggle and they do not have the same luxury of having 

many paying tourists coming for a visit every year. 

Some people from various background in Mongolia have found the opportunity to fake reindeer 

husbandry in order to earn money from tourism. This puts the reindeer under hard strains 

because this land does not hold the lichen and cold climate for the animal to thrive, also they 

do not keep enough animals for them to be able to stay healthy. Reindeer herding is partly 

legally reserved for only Sami people in the Nordic countries. I claim that is should also be like 

this for the Dukha in order to favour the ones who are full-fledged and master the craft of 

reindeer husbandry and also of course to sustain a healthy and worthy subsistence for the 

animal.  
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Harsh winters have dropped to temperatures so low that many Mongolians that herd other 

animals lose considerable amount of livestock forcing them to abandon nomadism and 

urbanize. I have not come across any information of winters being so cold that Dukha lose any 

reindeer, perhaps Dukha is the most weather resilient pastoralists in Mongolia when it comes 

to change to colder climate. 

The government have earlier openly spoken about ambitions to act in a way that ultimately 

would force the Dukha to become sedentarized and to abandon their reindeer livelihood in the 

forest. Perhaps it is time for the government to apologize and acknowledge Dukha as a part of 

the Mongolian cultural body and recognize all their needs and use all their potential in the 

common strive of preserving and improving the short and long term conditions for the Taiga 

and all the wildlife it holds. 

Regulations to determine a certain amount of people visiting the taiga could quite easily be 

implemented. To be allowed to visit the taiga today one has to apply through the army office 

where a print of your passport is made, how this data is collected and archived and if it today is 

used in any way is to me unclear. Dukha should be in charge of how many visitors they can 

take, and they should, if needed, get help in organizing how the tourists are distributed amongst 

them. I do not believe the Dukha is organized and unified enough for this to change into a long-

term plan. Many international voluntary agencies have done what they believe is good for the 

community but in some ways they might restrain the community’s own force of will to change 

and adapt and they might also perform things without knowing of each other’s short- and long-

term strives (Jernsletten and Klokov 2002, 149-150).  

5.3.3 Dukha contribution to theory and what we can learn from their doings 

Are we in the west working when we discuss routines how to best manage the hedge with our 

neighbor? Are we working when we change the tiles on the roof of our house? Is the feeling or 

opinion of it being a pleasant activity or not defining whether it should be classified as work or 

not? 

Alfred Marshall is famous for having influenced to perspective through his quotes, applicable 

to this study is: 

It is common to distinguish necessaries, comforts, and luxuries; the first class 

including all things required to meet wants which must be satisfied, while the latter 

consist of things that meet wants of a less urgent character.  

There is not in real life a clear line of division between things that are and are not 

Capital, or that are and are not necessaries, or again between labour that is and is 

not productive. 

I concur with Karlsson when he says that much more discussion need to be made to figure out 

the definition and definitions on concept of work. I concur with Inamura when he says, “Now 

we should ask how and why such a small group as the Tsaatan managed to maintain their 

community and their traditions” (Inamura 2005. 151).  
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Priorities can also be one way to measure and to answer what should count as work and the 

Dukha community have aided me into dividing the doings into categories based on priority: 

• Survival 

• Security 

• Convenience 

• Comfort 

If we divide the resources earned from our eight hours of working with Swedish standards 

maybe only the first two hours would be to the surviving priority and the last two hours would 

be for comforts. An elder of the Dukha witnessed in Inamuras interviews about times in struggle 

to survive when Dukha returned from Tuva to Mongolia in the 1950s with no money and 

nothing to sell, wild potatoes and pine nuts was scarce and number of reindeer dangerously low. 

Perhaps that man there and then spent all his eight hours and more on survival. 

When improving your life and when people around you improve their standards, the change in 

your life will behave like inflation of priority. New habits will rise after being accustomed to a 

certain level of, for example, conveniences. Humans strive to improve, and we are influenced 

by our peers, if Darkhad standards improve the Dukha would want to improve their standards 

and vice versa.  

 

Jan Ch Karlsson states that we should strive to find definitions of work instead of one definition, 

to sort, classify and divide so that it is more reviewable. Perhaps one way to do so is to classify 

it according to how we prioritize work, what we chose to do before something else. I mentioned 

survival, security, conveniences and comforts as different reasons to prioritize. “Bodily needs”, 

“to feel secure”, “need to have” and “nice to have” could be other words to use in order to 

reason about why we do things. Perhaps it can be translated to different spheres of necessity or 

different layers of necessities as metaphorical layers of an onion where survival could be the 

core. 

Conditions are altering for all of us who wish to perform change in work in a satisfactory 

manner. We strive to find the bigger picture handbook manual on how to successfully manage, 

or maybe even come out stronger from, a change in work. Perhaps the key factors of satisfactory 

management of change are in the details and perhaps they lay in the bigger picture, most likely 

I presume there are answers to be found in both. 

Something that I also observed was change related to a retraction of superstition and the old 

belief system in favour of partly replacing this with pragmatic reasoning. For example, some 

elders still throwing rocks on a rag and letting the result of their order of placement decide on 

what specific date to be favourable for migration. The credibility of the result of this action 

seemed to have faded, likely the community is being affected and influenced by foreigners and 

tour guides with different conception of the world order. 
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In most aspects I would say that Sahlins are correct when he states that hunter-gatherers and 

pastoralists before were faulty viewed upon as people who live on the brink of starvation and 

that they instead should be viewed as people who easily satisfy their needs. The documented 

history and the testimony of the Dukha elders however also describes desperate times where 

they presumably were on the brink of starvation and tells about the problems of keeping staples 

and therefore could have really hard times when there was no game, when the government made 

sudden changes in policies or when the herds suffered from disease. This simultaneously as the 

government forced you and your entire bloodline over the borders to Russia where there were 

no instant and unused grazing areas available. Just like the modern society or the society during 

the antiquity suffered from wars, plague, natural disasters and great depressions that threatened 

our way of life the Dukha community also withstood and survived change and extremity. 

Allvin et al. I believe puts the finger on why the Dukha manages to combine and find harmony 

between work and leisure when they speak about how the two spheres are able to also have 

positive effect on each other. Perhaps Iseskog would answer the positive effects with the facts 

that Dukha time spent inside and outside the sphere of necessity is too similar to create the 

disturbance and conflict a person from the west would face. The burned out person from west 

maybe got interest in planning her life around amateur-tennis and being a supply chain manager 

whereas the Dukha would like to take a horse ride on the familiar grazing areas where he also 

spent the midmorning herding. Also, that the negative influence often is caused by the fact that 

we take different roles when we work and spend other time, the Dukha seemingly are in the 

same role all day every day and therefore are not as affected (Allvin et al. 2006. 108-109).  

They are also able to directly see the result of their work and how it affects not only their own 

benefits but also their peers. They got an already well established, well-oiled social system built 

up that is also used in almost the same way when they perform work as well as the time spent 

outside the sphere of necessity.  

Long term prognosis and long-term planning with goals and common strive seem absent or 

sparse at best. Dukha lack a central organizer and sensor to pick up information and decide 

what it best for them, there is much to be learned from other indigenous people who already 

have gone through hardship.  

Apparently, there has been an agreement in 2003 to explore the possibility of twice-annual 

open-border policies with the Tuva community in Russia to allow related reindeer-herding 

peoples to meet and fully cooperate on social, cultural, economic, and livestock issues. The 

Dukha I spoke to seemed to have heard nothing of this, yet they stated that they wished to meet 

their ancestors one last time before they die. 

I share the worries about alcohol, a clearly unsound relation to alcohol is a fact in Tsagaannuur 

and also at occasions in the Taiga. There were tales about how Tuvans traditionally was 

forbidden to drink alcohol before the age of 40 in order to hold the problems back, these rules 

seem long forgotten. I am also afraid that if the romanticized depictions of their culture will 

increase this will alter their culture enough to budge their cultural structure as a whole and 

change who they are. Self-governance, they need to be the ones who are in control over and 

who regulates the now, almost totally, unregulated tourism. 
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Their work is to be considered as work without boundaries but perhaps they have taken the 

advantages and managed to avoid the disadvantages that we face as employees of the modern 

society workforce.  

In Stone Age Economics, first written in the 1970s, Sahlins concludes that we perhaps should 

change our perception of people who live in subsistence economies. He claims that these people 

may in general have better, healthier and more fulfilled lives than those millions who are 

enjoying the affluence and luxury afforded by the economics of modern industrialization and 

agriculture. To those who consider people who live and has lived as the Dukha people as 

primitive and poor I would like to give a new perspective: The Dukha community is so strong 

as a cultural group that they can handle almost all social relations and demand sharing by 

themselves, without involvement from the outside world. They are so rich in knowledge that 

they can, not only survive but built their entire life, in the wild without electricity, phones, roads 

and running water in an area that is cold and remote. The place they stay in and the life that 

they live is considered so beautiful and wondrous that people who live far away are ready to 

travel there to experience and document it.  

There is a large general misconception that people who live as hunter-gatherers, pastoralists or 

as the Mesolithic stone age men lived lack things in life or live a hard life in desperation of 

survival. This is a shackle of prejudice that we in the modern society carry and must free 

ourselves from in order to understand and grasp where we are coming from, but also in order 

to understand where we are going next. I am sure that they have gifts and qualities in life that 

we have lost and yet are searching for in our trudge towards modern day fulfilment.  

Today much discussion is about striving to improve our ways in that sense that we have a long-

term plan for survival and not to overuse our resources, to become sustainable and in a way 

more towards the minimalist way of life. Dukha utilize a lot of different resources and 

historically had a way of thinking that the nature was their host, that they were guests and that 

nature should be able to recover when you take a plant or the life of an animal before you take 

it once more. I cannot tell how the socialist era and the transformation to become democratic 

have influenced this way of thinking, if there is a difference in way of thinking when it comes 

to sustainability. I think however that it is very interesting and something that we could learn 

more about. Another angle of observation was that Dukha always took what they could to make 

their life good, now they can sell their time and attention to tourists and their velvet to merchants 

from China that will sell it as medicine. Earlier, they had no use to take more animals than they 

needed for pelts and meat, no one were ready to pay or trade for it and there was no use of 

saving things. 

Tourism, or rather the exposure to the outside through interactions, leads to that many of the 

visitors would like to record the Dukha people in order to retell their characteristics back home 

or through some sort of media. This sadly leads to romanticizing, which  the Dukha partly or 

sometimes fully agree to adapt to. Pride in who they are is a foundation and motor to overcome 

and survive challenges in tradition. After acting in front of the camera numerous times as a 

character who is slightly romanticized compared to who they truly are might hurt their self-

images. The way the Dukha keep their shamanic rituals with its clothing and drum and how 

they keep old things like skis, in this aspect the romanticizing may help them keep pride and 
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knowledge of their past lifestyle. Finding pride through tourism might in a way be what keeps 

their culture intact. It might also lead to that they lose themselves in who they are and contrasts 

between how they are and how they are depicted emerge and disunify their community. 

Most certainly we could find phenomenon among the Dukha that would be possible to learn 

from when we study work. Many aspects lean towards that we will work much less in the future 

and many strive to find ways to live in communities where we live closer to each other and 

perform work that has meaning to us. Also, many have started to strive to live a life that is more 

minimalistic which in a way the Dukha already live, one typical nomad saying is that if it is not 

worth packing on your animal every migration it is not worth anything at all. We also try to live 

ecological, sustainable and live out of things that are locally produced. I believe that we in many 

ways strive to live lives that comes with the benefits that they already enjoy. Most likely the 

Dukha have gone from having rather strict working schedule during socialist times to times 

now where they fully adapted to a lifestyle with work without boundaries. Their transitional 

phase is already over and we perhaps neglect it as bad before we tried it in long term and fully 

adapted to it, change take time and will create hardship. Or perhaps our work in the modern 

west always are going to be too distant and different from our private life that we cannot benefit 

from having work without boundaries in the same way as, for example, Dukha can. 

Reading about the past and current problems faced by Dukha in their interaction with the 

government it is clear that they share similar challenges that pastoralists around the world face 

and have faced with their governments or other central authorities or constitutions. Many 

countries feel that nomadic pastoralism is a backward way of life. That sedentarization projects 

is the way forward and that traditional pastoral animal husbandry techniques are inefficient and 

an obsolete way of life. Under the banner of socioeconomic improvement and modernization, 

they therefore attempt to sedentiraze their nomadic populations by providing them with plots 

of land to cultivate and more modern housing. Perhaps we are losing more than we expected to 

gain on this and likely changes like this is implemented with too much force and haste in our 

strives to be more efficient. Perhaps only slow and more natural change can be manageable and 

proficient. 

5.3.4 Future studies 

Whatever turns the Dukha community and culture is taking in the future it has value to be 

studied, 370 million indigenous people live on this planet and they are all constantly going 

through some kind of change. I reckon that the Dukha community are dynamic and resilient 

and has built up a hardiness for change that few other cultures match, still I believe their way 

of life to be fragile and sensitive to rapid change or change that they do not own the control 

over.  

My minor field studies and this thesis have only touched the depths of possible studies of 

concept of work using Dukha as a model and I believe that there are many answers to be found 

if we continue to investigate the possibilities to let priority determine different categories of 

definitions of the concept and ontology of work. 

Many old traditions, cultural heritage and historic facts that are carried in the minds of the elders 

are soon to, in some extent, risk being forgotten with their passing. As young people today have 
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access to Internet and other sources of knowledge the oral tradition of passing knowledge will 

likely disappear. Someone should collect and gather all this knowledge and save it in one place. 

The frames of this opportunity-window are shrinking and the memories of the old soon lost 

forever. I found the differences in work depending on gender interesting and I hope that this 

will be studied closer in the future. The elders bare witness of changes in work and what gender 

that carries out what tasks, soon it is too late to make a study on the Dukha community that has 

a gender perspective about differences in work carried out by women or men.  

I believe that the Dukha community and the Mongolian government needs aid in investigating 

the conditions and qualifications that the Dukha have and need to adapt to and overcome the 

change that are in front of them. I believe there would be many researchers or students ready to 

investigate what the government would ask for in terms of gaps of knowledge in best aiding the 

Dukha community, to empower them to be able to become the ones who fully determine their 

future ways in life. I believe much can be learned in studying the Dukha community, not only 

for their best but for all of us. 

 

“The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams.”  

Eleanor Roosevelt. 
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